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Floods have dampened election campaign 
• Be hopes to re t~ to:t~ Cole wnnid like to see 
Spring.flooding has all but Cole, Liberal hopeful in See page 13 a~mergedcampnignin8 for tAsgar const i tuency,  /o r  more  S ~ , o r ~  • elthough e says a number of for voters dbpineed by me • residents could be more con- floods, "because throe 
thoMay~federalelectionln "People who are being eerned with cleaning up people arescattemdallover 
some parts of southern flooded don't want to talk Manitoba. • about politics anyway." Thebest guessis that some flooding. The Red and manager for. veteran Murta has shifted his cam- thair property than with the the place and we don't want 
,new stations will have to be Morris rivers have 'flowed Progressive Conservative paign for re-election to other election, to see them dl~ enfranchised." 
With water covering most Chief electoral off icer set up for advance polls that .over h~ndreds of square MP Jack Murta, says the parts.of the riding, as has Cole is less hopeful abeut Campaigning has alto 
of the Red River valley,. JeanMarc Hnmel and. his bealn on May l2 and perhaps kilometres of land in the severe flooding quickly put New Democratic Party the situation from a cam- been disrupted in Proven- 
oun'didaten and . party staff are watching the some changes in voting eastern portion of the riding. " an end to campaigning, candidate Keith Pouison. paign point of view. chef constituency, botmded 
workers alike have turned situation closely, I~ut here's stations for May 22 as well. and the Carman area sof- "All the people who would 
their attention to drier parts been no definite word on • "I've asked all my we're going to be able to get and in seine tmprotuct4~ of their ridin[F, nlthouah cha ges in .  election Lisgar, 10eated in south- fered through flooding from be working with us down in " "Frankly, I doubt tha 'o  the we t by the Red Rivert 
, the Boyne River about a those areas are tr~ing to workers not to worry abont back in that area before the parts of WinnipeaFort G._m~, 
some have also put in time procedures because of the central Manitoba, is perhaps week earlier, protect their own property," the campaign." Poulsou election," he says. and several other nmnM. 
flood-fighting, emergency, the:riding must hurt by the Mabel Blight, camp.aign she says. says. 
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They're off 
and running 
bulk of the seats as they did 
in the 1974 election when they 
took 13 of ~3. The Liberals 
wo~ eight and the NDP two. 
Redintribution has added 
five seats. 
Had the new boundarise 
been in effect in 19'/4. the PCs 
would-have taken IS of the 28 
seats, the Liberals even an.d 
the NDP two. 
Envirmun~t Minister LOU 
Marehand in, Kamloopa- 
Shuswap faces a tough 
ehalieege from Conservative 
Don Cameron, not' only 
because ofthe apl~rent ant.l- 
government feeling m 
Western Canada, but also 
. VANCOUVER (CP) -- sorvatives expect o win the 
About 120 people who want o 
spend some time !n 0t~wa 
have been nommateu to 
contest the 28 British 
Columbia seats available in 
the May 22 federal general 
election. 
The three major pa/tieS - 
Liberal, Progrsasive Con- 
sor~ttive and New 
Democratic Party -- have 
candidates in all 28 ridings 
and it is unlikely that 
minor-party candidates will 
gain mifflelent support for a 
spot in the House of Corn- 
molts. 
The Progressive' Con- 
rmsoners  sinne strong Liberal sU .,pport. 
" t t l J~  eampl~i  for zs m on .~_ 
. . and the Liberak now ne Wm 
be tough to heal 
Jack Dtmlop, ~Marubal~'n 
campaign ~neger, says., 
~wever, that Marchand a
strength isthat he has done 
so much for so many in. 
divdunis in the riding. 
Dunlop asid the on. 
vironment minister has 
made sure that action is 
taken ny times constituent 
reports a problem with the 
federal government to 
Marehand's constituency 
office. 
Run Basford, former 
Justice, minister in the 
Trudeau i:abinet, is not 
contesting the Vancouver 
Centre seat, but the Liberals 
feel they have a strou8 
candidate in Art Phillips, 
former mayor of Vancouver. 
hostages 
DORCi~ER,  N.B. 
(CP) --  A prisoner at the 
federal penitentiary grabbed 
two hostages Monday and 
barricaded himself in a 
section of the prison's 
vocational training centre. 
Justin Sullivan, a 
spak~anmn for Corr~ti.on 
Services Canana, an,u m 
Moncton the two hostages 
were shop instructors. 
He said the prisoner, 
whose name was not 
released, had not made any 
demands and there was no 
Word on whether he was 
armed. 
The houtage-taking began 
around 4 'clock. 
RCMP were called in. 
El) BROADBENT 
HERE TODAY " 
Ed Broadbent, national eader of the New 
Democratic Party, will be in Terrace In the 
arena banquet room from 7:30 p.m. to 12 
midnight bnlght at a May Day celebration. 
Local NDP organizers say that the public 
Is Invited to meet Broadbent, Jim Fulton, 
Skeena federal candidate and Frank 
Howard, Skeena provincial candidate at the 
soclel event. 
I 
His real name is Cyril Shelford 
but the Social Credit candidate is 
being called anything from 
Sighrol Shepard to Cycll Shelford 
these days. Ashley Procovlat, 
seen here with a Cycll $helford 
balloon for the Trades Fair, says 
that over 1,000such balloons came 
in with the spelling mistakes. 
Social Credit has ordered new 
balloons. 
Shelford on the trail 
Social Credit canriidate Kemnno, it Was on to the launch facilities are all in- 
Cyril Shelford fooused his small  Indian village of eluded in the plan. 
campaign on the southern Hartley Bay. Shelford met Saturday saw Sheiford fly 
: reaches of the Skeena riding with the band council and to Vancouver and then on to 
when he visited Kemano, hereditary chief John 
.Hartley Bay, and finally Clifford before touring the 
Kittmaat Village last week. impressive .new school 
• Shelford travelled to facilities. 
Kemano via the Alean boat. Thursday afternoon saw 
.He toured thegurocan him return to Kitimnat 
legging operation, met with Village where he toured the 
school children, spoke in- dock facilities and viewed 
divldimlly with individual the master plan for the 
residents, and even par-.future development of the 
ticipntod in a local birthday village. Commercial docking 
celebration. ' ' taeilities, 'a trailer village, 
After overnighting in privatemoering and boat. 
Ka~floops where he ad- 
dressed the Interior Loggers 
ConventiOn: Sunday he was 
.in Penticton the riding of 
Energy Minister Jim Hewitt. 
Monday hewiil move into the 
North Okanagan riding of 
Pat Jordan and Tuesday will 
arrive in Prince George and 
McBride. Shelford ,will 
return to Smithers Tuesday 
evening, where he will be the 
guest on a radio show. 
BARRETT 
Food h ike  
was  pro f i t  
t 
developers got meat of It. could be of _p~a_~t~, vvs lm "
McCreery wants the land than the mnur"  
c leims Issue settled Crearyu~.  
because most of the He goes on to lay  that 
Crown land that would be no government should 
major parties in the May didate that can represent a v e i i a b I e f o r come betwem the i ~  
the major i ty , "  says homesteading is abo part and the lmul. l kcht rgm 
represent the majority of Mccreery. of theland under dispute, the government Is 
the people in Skeena. One of McCreery's McCreery claims the holding back m Crews 
For that reuon,  Me- reasons for running is major politinal parties land, 
Creery threw hishat into that he wanta to sae more are being del iberately McCreery, who lit 
the ring as an in- Crown land released for slew in dealing with land running a low-key 
dependent. He thinks homesteading. He-says  c la lmsbecausetheydmt campallnout(~hlslMme 
there should be more the Social Credit want to lose votes, in Ib,mltm, feels tlmt Um 
independents and the government did offer " I f  people own access to crown 
voters should elect them some Crown land f(r sale anythinl[ at all, and in- would stop and 
because they aren't tied but he feels the diud th~ do, than what in enemploymlat, . 
by Grog Mlddleton 
David McCreery is a 27- 
year.old logger from 
Hozelton ~vho doesn't 
think either of the two 
10th provincial election 
to a party line. 
"Both parties each 
favor about 25 per cent of 
the voters, we need a 
middle of the road can. 
He doesn't have a fancy political machine 
McCreery is i  aependent 
and wants to win the race 
Skeana Riding has been assisted by the 
small business program." 
"The proof is In his own government's 
March, 1979 Issue of the Tourism end Small 
Business Development Newsletter. That 
newsletter shows that one company In 
Smithers was helped by an Interest-free and 
forgivable loan of t . I ,950 .00"  
"By contrast," sald Howard, "Premler 
Bennett's home town of Kelowna recelved 
nearly $200,000. If nothlng else It certalnly 
shows that there Is a great need for a 
change In the representatlon for 11111 
rldlng." 
his government would setup 
a special food ~ sectl.mO ~ 
in the B.C. ~elopmen 
Corp. to providei:ifinancial 
and management:~tanco 
to food co-operatlv~i ~" 
' He said the cor~ration 
would offer administrative 
assistance and 
organizational expertise. It 
would offer co-ops the same 
programs available to small 
lousiness and there would be 
no special capital Ks;ants 
available. 
Barrett told a news confer- 
ence that a 1976 food prices 
review board study had 
concluded that chain stores 
control food retailing to n 
isrge degree and therefore 
consumers are paying 
hi@or prices. 
"We as. government 
cannot possibly present an 
option to chains other than 
encouraging people to move 
into this type of food co- 
?tires," the NDP leader 
"We are concerned that 
big chains are reaping big 
profits without true com. 
petition." 
Barrett urged all British 
Columbians to join co- 
operatives as an shopping 
alternative and "we would 
do anything to encourage 
that." 
'THANKS DON' 
Frank Howard, NDP candidate for 
Skeena, says he Is pleased that Economic 
Development Minister, Don Phillips, visited 
~l'errace on Tuesday. 
" l  really am thankful that Phillips came 
here and told us how his Social Credit 
Government has helped the small  
10uslnessman for he was proved my con- 
tension that this riding has been Ignored," 
Howard said. 
"Phill ips told us that his Government has 
helped 175 small businesses" said Howard, 
"But he failed to relate the whole truth, 
which Is that only one company In the entire 
! 
i 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Ex- "But the incentive and the fair prices commission with 
cessive profitserieg by the motivation and the delivery the power tO roll back tin. 
food industry i s  partially of the coop service itself justified food price& 
responsible for the recent mint and should come from "If this eommbmiou ill not i 
surge in food prices and a the people in the com- set up, the NDP would *,1. 
New Democrat government munit~." courage selective shoP i~ 
in British Columbia would Barrett" said the NDP by publishing a bi-wasldy or 
assist food co-operatives to policy will ensure a reliable monthly shopper corn- 
provide an altornative and fsod supply and falr prices to parisou list." ' 
stimulate competition, party consumers. , Barrett'-~fd Sunday ap 
leader Dave Barrett said Be repeated the party s NDP government would 
Monday. commitment to preservation reopen the inve~tilpttiou into 
"We see increased food of agricultural:land to the question of mlddlenm_ 
prices as a major threat ~ redes the trend of growing and monopolies in the feed 
family life in British dependence on outside industry in B.C. . . 
FRANK SAYS i!i 
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- - .  CBIWNEoWS : NEWS IN BR 
L I I fA  . . . . i i i .  ~ . .i HOWdy ,,,. the quiet, one back to youafter !a withR~q~tenl~Io~day,~E~l~N ( IP) -- ~fterlranian revoluttonariea,.! ' 
This can be verifled b none other than SNAP Ayato l lah  Ruho l lah  Sadat played host to Sbeh ' . I ' ' Y • " Kl=melnl ordered that Iran Mubammad Re=a Paldavl ~.-' 
ON,SPOOK, RENEGADE,  ROCKCRUSHER ' • .~^.,.H~ ,~ lens for a few days in January ' . . . .  cut ats dl~, . . . . . . .  let It'an : and GREY CLOUD. These people were all mum state the m.o.~rch..fledin • 
, , , , , , , , , , , ,  , , , , , , , , , ,  l i  i l  mi l l /  when it came to offering forth some newsy Items. radio reported. Egypt end went m~ e~e _ , , , - -  
~ ' ~ m  ~ ~lJ~l¢Ii~ ~ ~ I [ ~ Our favorite, the one RAIN DROP. ~ fnth  rosoonded by summoninsits face ot mounun~ up~, -~ • . • . cam_ ._r... • ' 
~'~ __ . a __ __ __ . , with some not so good news when she announced di~.e~a_~.h;.em.~L~.~..~,~ t°Anhts rmlranlan " foreign 
- - - - - - -  ' "  - -  - -  - -  - '  / i l l  l i s l in~s  sub leot  Io  that her and the better half, GREY CLOUD, Wlil w~'~n~' ln ; ,~t '~ ' t l~  n~try  spokesman said he  
" " be leaving us in the next few months to make ~ura'b'~on'~ldes~t-~veu- could neither confirm nor 
ohange without flotJoe, I their home in AIberta butwe still ha~e some tin'tu vered tLes with Ca l , ' in  deny the reported break, but 
• • I left to try and convince them that they should ' :i'etallation for Egyptian sources close to Prime 
, President Anwar Sadat's ;imnllligIlIllglimBminmiumiUlmImIillilllllllllllSlllll stay put In our good country. After all, what • signing of a pence treaty 
• I would we do with out them? ' with 'Israel. Almost all of 
Hear tell that last week brought back some of Sadat s feUow Arabs, as weU TUESDAY 6 p,m, to midnight 
2 "'"° 3 4 ec'v (Nee) (car.) (CTV) 
Burnett 
KING 5 
i~s News 
i :00 Cont'd. : I~ Cunt'd. 
: 30 NBC 
. : 45 News 
7 
• Seattle 
• Tonight 
Name that 
I,S Tune 
I !  ), :~ Cliff- Hangers 
: 30 Cunt'd.' 
: ~5 Cont'd. 
Event 
'Stay 
i ~S Hungry' 
iii" O.d  : 15 Cont'd. : 30 Cont'd. 
I : ~5 Cont'd. 
I 
I : 00 News 
: ~ 5 Cunt'd. 
: 30 The Best 
a i i n :45  Of  Carson  
a ~ :o0 Cont'd. 
Z : ~5 Cont'd. : 30 Cont'd. I i : ~5 Cont'd. 
;WEDNESDAY 
' 
I 
I I I 145 
.2 .i 
a :00 
:15 
:30 
I I :45 
145 
:15 
:30 
:45 
N~ H~h 
RoUers 
Wlzel of, 
Fortune 
Password 
Plus 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cent'd. 
Movie 
'The President's 
Plane is 
Missing' 
Cent'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
KCTS 
(PaS) 
Stanley 
Cup 
Hockey 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cant'd. 
Cant'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cant'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Hourglass 
Cont'd. Paper 
Chase 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
One Day 
At a Time 
Kojak 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
National 
Night 
Final 
god 
Squad 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
ISix 
Million 
Dollar 
Man 
News' 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
National 
Fire 
Drill 
Coot'd; 
Cliff. 
Hangers 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Grand Qld 
Country 
Taxi 
Cont'd. 
Quincy 
Cont'd. 
Cent'd. 
Cont'd. 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late 
Show 
'Modesty 
Blaise' 
Mister 
Rogers 
EleetHc 
Company 
Studio : 
See 
Dick 
Cavett 
I 
MacNeil 
L~,re~ 
Newsmaken 
Cent'd. 
Evening 
At 
Pe~Psta l 
S ~c  
C0~t'd. 
Cent!d/ 
!Cout'd: 
'Cont'd.. 
II . .'\ 
"J~b Two 
~es 
Movie 
Know 
Where 
I ' in  
' Going' 
Bornaby 
Jones 
Cent'd. 
Late Md~te 
caus~u ;~I," W~bstor 
Schools Cont'd. 
Mister - Definition 
Dressup !Cont'd. 
Sesame Culinary 
Street Capers 
Cont'd. Mad " 
Cont'd. D~h 
News . Noon 
Bob Switzer News 
Mary Tyler Alan 
Mo~re Hamel 
Today Cont'd. 
Prom Cont'd. 
Ontario Another 
Cont'd. World " 
Edge of Cont'd. 
Night Cont'd. 
Take Cont'd. 
Thirty Cont'd. 
Bob Movie 
McLean Matinee 
Show 'Desperate ' 
Cont'd. Mission' 
Flintstones Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd.. 
Mod Cont'd. 
Squad Cont'd. 
. . . .  10 a,m, to 6 p,m, 
Ebetrie 
Company 
M for Music 
Word Shop 
2 Cento Worth 
About Safety 
Cmor-Covor 
Nova 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Art Starts 
Inside-Out 
Blue . Umbrella 
i M.aldng MusIc. 
i Stories of Amor. 
Music Place 
Book Look 
~'ade•~s 
Over' 
Easy 
Footetepa 
Cont'd. 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. ' 
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We have 
SKATEBOARD , 
IIMBMiMMMiMBMMMIMMMMMIMBMiEMMMEMMM|MMMMMMMMBMEI 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
LINK 
NAItD WA$ff $ rORI $ 
4606 Lazelle Avenue 636.6516 
STORE HOURS' Tues..Sat. Oam-I;|Opm 
~FLa:RGF_.X Friday hm.i lpm 
~ m  CLOSED NONDAT 
VlY~4 a 
our fellow buddies from another town who used 
to live here, that being BUNNY andBLUE 
BRONCO. Seems met once people move awayl 
they still can't help but come back even for a 
short visit. • 
April 24 was the ihappy day for  the 4th an-! 
niversary of BROWN EYE5 and Sl DE KICK andl 
to them we offer congratulations andwlshes of 
many more happy years together. 
Thought there was a parade in progress but It 
turned out to be CASSANOVA, alals DEADLY 
TEDDY, sporting a fahcy 4)(4, all done up In 
white toilet tissue. And riding shot gunalong side 
was none other than SUPER STAR with his hair 
held back by a pink lace garter...but still no 
parade. 
/~ay 18 to 21 are the dates for the Annual Hole- 
in-The-Wall Campout so ell you CB'ers get your: 
campers, tents, and whet not all together and 
head out there for a weekend of camping and fun. 
For those of you who can play a guitar, better' 
that you should bring It along too/ 
Another date to circle on your calendar Is the 
27 to 29 of July when the Bulkley Valley CB Club 
of Smlthers will be hosting their first annual 
Jamboree, 
For more Into on this contact WE E GEORDI E' 
on Ch 01 in Smithers. • '~ 
Word is out that the one SANDMAN is 
seriously thinking of changing:his handle to; 
WOO-WOO, for complete story behind this ask: 
him of Woo.woo, but not one the 1.1 at 2 a.m...thls 
guy can't be serious. ~; 
A welcome back to ~our country goes out to 
WIll  PPE R SNAPPER who we hope plans to stay 
around for a 10ng time. 
We folks, can't over tax the brain too much so 
we'll have to make this a short one. 
as  non-Arab Inn ,  have 
Minister Mehdi Bazargnn's 
cabinet sa'id an announce- 
ment on the matter would 
probably be ma.de today by. 
the Khomeim-appomma ~ 
provisional government, icondemned the peace pact. 
• Cleanup fund created 
DENVER (AP) --  Saying 
most it0zardous wastes in 
the U.S. are not disi~md o~f 
with adequate safeguards, 
the Enviromnental 
Protection Agency (EPA) 
annonnoed Monday it will 
seek legislation to create a 
P,00-mtiliea nmai fund to 
pay for eme-,3eney waste 
cleanups. 
The  money would be  in the U.S. are not being 
raised by a special disposed with adequate 
assessment on oil and safegnards/'BarbaraBlum, 
chemical companies and EPA deputy administrator, 
producers of 'hea~y metals, told a news conference here. 
EPA spokesman Marlin 
Fitzwater said in 
Washington. 
Fitzwater said the fund's 
size. and the method of 
aseessin8 companies ~ha~t  . 
been decided upon lm ~ 
legislation will be submitted • 
to Congress next month. 
"EPA estimates how that 
80 to 9o per cent of the 
hazardous wastes produced. 
Revenue workers upset" 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
13,000 unionized employees 
of the taxation department 
say Revenue Minister Tony 
Abbott ried to mislead them 
about their political rights. 
Their section of the Public 
Scrvicle AIl~uee of Canada 
(PSAC) charged in a news 
release Meaday that the 
department is denying 
employees their rlBhts as 
voters. It adds'that even 
Medicare criticized. 
OTTAWA (CP)"  The hospital services without 
Canadian Labor Congress first consultla8 the public. 
called Monday focan end to 
ex~a idilin8 for medical The Cengress, suppoctin8 
services and said medicare the New Democratic Party 
those who do not need 
security clearance are being 
forced to be fingerprinted 
and to supply confidential 
personal information to 
Revenue Canada. 
Their complaints stemmed 
from a IS-page booklet pub- 
fished by the department to
/'emind. its employees oI 
proper standards of conduct 
during a federal election 
campa~n. 
OK, I 'm backing out of here, so to all, have' should be expanded to in- in the May 23 elecUon 
yourselves is great week ,take care• and keep clude dental care and drop. campaign, called its 
• smiling and make the most out of the l ively The s.s-mllUon-member statement S O s 
. . . . . . .  congress also criticized MEDICARE, Labor'.s Plan 
weather we ' re  having,  ...... ~ .." . . ' . .  ' provincial governments for of Action to Save and Im- 
Catch you 0n~thb return, .3's tot now. ' "levyingeztsafeu foremain preveMed/care. : . ;  
s tar ts  Th0rsday ,  Apr i l  24  
,,.s u ,ow,  
. ,  
The most modern carpet storage and display rack 
in the entire Pacific Northwest. 
CHARGEX 
CARPETS!  ,OULOQUV 
by R(chmond 
I~eg .  19 .95  sq .  yd. 
, ,  o,, 13 ,96  s,. yd. 
Rubber packed 
Multi.colored 
0arpet 
7.95 .6 .95  sq .  yd .  
NOW 
Kiloken Prints 
Reg.  8 .95  sq ,  yd  
NOW ONLY 
6" 
• . ,.' 
'~ ' !  ~ ~i  
• - , . • , : . :  
. . , , "  • . ' ; . ' . : ' .  : ' , '  , . 
Victoria bound are (left to right) Vlda Schooner, Steve Ross, Judi Eastman, Don Baker, D'Arcy 
Hill and Taco Albreichf. 
Students off to seminar 
CUTS SHOWING 
THE PR IORITY  
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. 
(CP) -- Budget cut,~ for 
the fish and wildlife 
branch show t~t  the 
wovineiai government 
doesn't care about 
wildlife, says the ex- 
ecutive director of the 
British Columbia Wildlife 
Federation. 
"A government hat 
gives our wildlife branch 
a budget that. is e f -  
fectively 24 per Cent 
below what it was three 
years ago, as our 
province has just done, 
must be classed in the 
unearing group," Bill 
Otway said at a weekend 
not from callousness, but 
from ignorance," 
Otway Said an 
politicians know that 
mining is worth .mere 
than $I billion a year to. 
B,C,, but few realize that: 
fish and wi]diife is Worth: 
jst as much, ": ' ~.'.:.:., i .
[~ 
Sport..  hunt.i~! and,: 
fishing generate: more, 
than $300 million annually 
and. commerieal fishing 
should top $1 billion this 
year, he said. 
He said polificiaus mat  
be educated, or else' 
further budget cuts can 
be expected. 
"Mind you, if we don't 
syml~lum on north- work at c.hanging public 
eastern B.C.'s en- attitudes m general, .the 
vi~nmettt ...................... co.nditlua of, w, ild]~/e .~by.,~ 
.-: , . . .  '. : ~' ,~- ,,'J.:.,', ',:. the~ may:ovly,~equtr_ e U~,,+ 
He, said .. ~he:!il~i~ern+'~q bra~.~ ~OflUh'~ d[~e,~.; 
ments ,attitude comes cent oz its eu~get." 
F:ive Caledonia St. Secondary students essays 
were among those selected from over 300 entries 
submitted to the University of Victoria 
Humanities and Science Symposium recently. 
The symposium, the 13111 of Its kind, brings 
fogether students from around the province who 
have done research prolects and essays that 
reveal originality and Ingenuity. 
The students will gather at the Unlverslfy of 
Victoria for the symposium and seminar from 
. May 10 to May 12 during which time 24 top-ratod 
,i papers wil! be presented and discussed. ' 
~ I~qn:~ Baker, of Caledonia, will be one of the 
sfud'e~.tS presenting his paper, which is a study of 
government and corporate economics which 
dom.in~te, Jn his thesis, our lifestyle. 
T~co ,~ll~;:ec;.ht, the sponsor teacher, has also 
been Invited to affend. The university provides 
all the expenses of h-avel, board and lodging. [ 
Fac'ulty members Introduce the students'to all I 
asl~cts of campus life and programmes and I 
arrange for guest lectures from professors who | 
are'tops in ~heir field. ' I 
,, L.ast year Phil Andersen and. Matt, Hel~: J 
:.i~lewhite of G'~lod~ia.were Invited to,affe,,oct he, : | 
'%'*~mposlum arid seminar. : ' i~ 
CO 
0 
0 
i believe the Skeena riding offers unlimited potential for you 
and your children. 
I want you to stay and grow With this area. 
I respect your commitment o lhe north and believe you should be 
rewarded with a stable eco!Y and an exciting future. 
~ The Social Credit Government offers positive action to assure you and yours a secure future like:the development Of mines, a 
vigorous forest industry, development of transportation links and 
recreational facilities. 
, 
- '~On May 10 keep the spirit of the north alive and growing,., 
VOTE SHELFORD !~ 
¢ 
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Floods h i t .  NOrth too 
(c~EACEAboRu~ iV~2R,fsA~ie~ s ndeYntas~ai~ forTch:d t~wnd~f~ Was about 10o persons homelees 
o scharge:raw lsnotexpeeted,.environment 
packed up and left their In Fort McMurray, water sewage into the Clearwater department and town d -  
homes Monday after rising 
flood waters threatened the 
lower end of this nor- 
theastern Alberta commu- 
uity of about 4,808. 
One street was blocked off 
and water ose above ground 
level in the north end of 
town. 
Town manager J~ck 
McLeod said no homes were 
flooded and  that the 
evacuation was a pre- 
cautionary measure. 
An ice jam south of the 
town, near the junction of the 
Smoky and Peace Rivers, 
was causing the high water 
levels, he said. Ice on the 
Peace broke up Saturday. 
While work crews checked 
dikes for weak spots, a 
blasting crew was standing 
by in Edmonton reacly to 
levels stabilized Monday 
after rising about four 
metres during the weekend. 
Twenty families at a low- 
lying trailer court evacuated 
their homes Sunday. 
and Hangingstone rivers 
after two sewage treatment 
stations were flooded. 
A repeat of the ~977 flood 
that caused more than $2 
million in damage and left 
fieiais said. 
Helicopters were 
monitoring the ice break-up 
and flooding on the 
Athabasca and Clearwater 
rivers. 
Heroin program will  
be challenged again 
VANCOUVER tCP) -- 
British Columbia's con. 
troversial heroin treatment 
program will be challenged 
in B.C. Supreme Court. 
Chief Justice Allan 
McEachern is expected to 
hear the case and 10 days 
later this month as been set 
aside for the trial, 
The action was originally 
undertaken by the B.C, Civil 
Liberties Aassoelation but, 
for technical reasons, the 
association is barred from 
being named in the ease and 
the name of a former heroin 
addict has been substituted. 
The case challenges the 
constitutionality o f  the 
legislation, arguing that only 
the federal government can  
become involved in such a 
program. 
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EDITORIAL 
I 
DuringInternational Year of the Ch!ld, con. 
corned Canadians are looking for ways to help 
tomorrow's children grow into healthier, happier 
adults. 
According to the Canadian Mental Health 
Asseclation, leading experts In Children's 
mental health have agreed on positive steps to be 
'taken now to promote better mental health and 
to ensure prevention and early detection of 
mental problems among the young. 
'How can we anticipate the mental ,health 
problems of tomorrow's children and try to 
prevent them? 
In 1977, a conference of more than 400 mental 
health professionals approved seven recom. 
mendaflons prepared by a special task force 
made up of Canada's leading experts in the field. 
• The seven recommendations from the experts 
were: 
1 )  FAMILY IMPACT STUDIES 
Many policies of government, businesses and 
other organizations have.a direct Influence on 
family life. We must start reviewing public 
policies to examine their probable Impact on 
family ties before substantial decisions are 
m~de. 
2) NEIGHBOURHOOD NETWORKS 
Isolation--lack of contact and support from 
family and frlends..can aggravate mental and 
emotional problems. We must act now to bagin 
increasing Isolation of contemporary life. 
~-. 3) ~YOUTH EMPLOYMENT . -~.. 
"l;he sense Of hopelessness that accompanies 
~i: sustained unemployment wi l l .  have, negafl~/e 
social and mental health consequences for both 
the unemployed and other young people. 
Truancy, vandalism and iuvenlle deliquency 
oCcur more readily when lob prospects are 
limited In number or In variety. 
4) MINORITY GROUPS 
:: Physical handicaps, language barriers, 
cultural differencas and racial preludice make 
emotional support and mental health services 
herder to obtain for some in our community. We 
need to Involve more minority group members in 
our health programs and develop ways to 
~ ~ :~rantee them easier access to mental health 
services. 
5) UNIVERSAL DEVELOPMENT 
ASSESSMENT 
How often are gifted children and those with 
potential  emotional .problems or learning 
disorders overlooked until too late? We need to 
ensure an ongoing assessment of the progress of 
our children so that medical and other affentlon 
will be available to those who need special 
assltance. ~. 
6) UN IVERSAL ACC ESSl BI LITY TO QUALITY 
DAY CARE 
With both fathers and mothers working in 
many cases, and with Increasing number of 
single-parent families in Canada, there is a 
growing need for child care services. If we 
Ignore the changing pafferns of Canadian family 
life, lack of child care during the developmental 
years will result In a heavy burden of emotional 
(and financial) problems In the future. 
7) PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
Child care personnel need to be adequately 
trained In the child development process and 
aware of more specialized help available to 
children who need it. This is especially im. 
portsnt If we wish to Sl~courage children to 
develop In mentally healthy adults. 
Tomorrow's children are being born now. 
How ready are we to ensure that these children 
will grow into health, happy adulthood? 
If you're Interested In learning more about 
children's mental health, or about other mental 
health ISsues, contact your local branch of the 
Canadian Mentel Health Association. 
By ~ CANADIAN PRE~ 1962 for Col. Rudolph Abel, a 
May 1, ISTS Busslkn spy convicted in 
Francis Gary Pewors, n New York in 1957. 
U.S. l~lot, was shot down lSS2-  U.S, Union forces 
over central Russia in an captured New Orleans from 
aircraft loaded with the Confederate army. 
cameras and other in- 18'/3-- David Livlngstons~ 
the Scottish missionary and telllgenee quipment and 
was taken alive le years ago explorer, died. 
today - -  In 1~0. U.S. t~- -  Ottawa got its first 
Pr~ldent Ebenhower later electric street lights. 
admitiad mponslbillty but lt3S - -  Emperor Hatie So. 
said he had not authorized Immie fled Ethiopia in the 
Powers' million. Powers face of Italian aggr~slon. 
pleaded guilty to charges of 11,50 - -  Constructtan began 
spying and was imprisoned, on the 195-million Trans. 
but wu excMngnd in early Canada pipeline. 
% 
.'h~i 
' A CAUTIOUS MAN 
Bennett plays it cool 
By ROGER 8MITil ' day and sticks to what he therevenue s ctor,,for which come from all walks of life, 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- says are the issues on which the premier suggests his including trade unions, an 
Premier Bill Bennett knows theelectioushouldbefought, government is responsible', attempt te undercut the NDP 
that a football, in the wrung Bennett has also are paying for increased contention that Social Credit 
hands, spells potential managed, however, to social services while is a coalition of car dealers 
OTTAWA: 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Offawaj-lt could be that one of the reasons 
~ lme N~lnlster Trudeau loses patience:with 
some of.his audiences--like scolding them that it 
Is close to "reasonable" not to regard national 
unity as the prime election issue--is that he Is out 
of tune with the maiority Of Englls~ Canadian 
voters. 
The backlash against bilingualism--which, It
has been amply demonstrated, is simply a word 
for ferco.feeding French-came within two votes 
of defeating him in the 1972.election. 
Despite the narrow escape, he persists in this 
election in pushing It. 
Into almost every speech anywhere In the 
country, he routinely Inserts a five.minute 
lecture on the language issue. 
(He has yet to mention such language rubs as 
the continuation of that annual $800 bonus ba!ng 
paid 45,000..mostly Francophone--billngual 
public servants. But you can'treally blame him 
for that, since even if a true and costly fact, It has 
to be a bit on the Inflammatory side.) 
The Interesting thing in that five.minute in- 
sertion into his speeches of the language question 
Is that members of his audience no longer are 
prepared to listen to the lecture in silence. 
Instead, They're coming back at him with 
questions about Quebec's Infamous Bill i01 
discriminates against the English in both 
education and business• 
"What about the English in Quebec?" they 
routinely ask him, reports the Canadian Press 
news agency whose political impartiality i s  
beyond any possible doubt. 
This question gives Trudeau the cue to ask 
whet they are doing for the French In their 
particular region. 
One th ing they're not doing-and someone 
should say soa t his meetlngs..Is forbidding the 
use of French, as English Is banned In Quebec 
even on store signs, or denying entry into French 
classes of newcomers from Quebec or from 
abroad. 
disaster, handle the odd sltu~/tinn that allowing the tax cuts and millionaires. I 
LikemcetCanadianpo.liti- got eut of hand.  promisediathepre-election Despite saying his ~m- . While some English regions may not ba.en- 
claus, Bennett rememoors . . . . . . . . . .  budget, paign would he positive, mus,ast ic  aoout b i l lngual lsm, mey are accept ing A necker m rrau on the awkward fumble that  , Bennett dcesn t mention Bennett has continuall r r ias ]Prida w " Y It, and In othe s F ench is encouraged in c ses, 
Robert Stenfield, federal . _~ Y o~.~' t  s!ol) .his improvedworldmarkets and attacked Barrett ! ,...k~.,, ,,,4 . . . . .  h,,,.,4,  ^ ~ ,ffit.,-=H^, 
Imrnm,~CL~h,a  'Cnnn~ruativ~ monneren~ zwaoe, om me ,h. ea l l l v ,  rl / '~annr l lan  dn l laP  ' o l . s ,w . t  o . ,~ ~v~; , ,  t~ ,ou .~ ~.  'b~dW~u. ,~n, .  
~ avE~,w~av . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,&l~ J t~ l t4a4 J l~t  ~ a m ~  ~ v ~ m  • S ~,,,d . . . .  de derinn his premier seored.-poiata by ,~.~, . . . .  ~.,~,,,~ . . . . . . .  e-ce One~ldBhest .]~escomes All this volutarily ,too, when In the British 
.un-'su'cceusf"-ul 1974 f'~deral U~.._,g the~._man wl~_t~, tu"the~"oz~a~ind'"us~7o~t"he. ~ a~t~,,he, s ays,~ne ~,~u~ North America Act there is provision for the use 
~ 1 ~  . . . . .  ~! . . . .  ; p,,t,, ~,,~, ~**~,o, ~,~s~, .~crw.  ln~ tax . : ,~ : .~ ? ladesianodtoi~dethefactl~  Frenc!~ only in Parliament, certlan provincial 
.... : . - :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..~,a-standingovetionand then . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,:~.asodni~L.~,~., ::...J:~,~ :,~ leglslatures and..certaln coots, .And.that Is all. never snook me mmmauS surance premiums that nm , .  
~-a~," . talked ~dm]y with the man o~,~,~,t  ~,~titutod "Before the election it s Thlnk about It: 
-'So°Bonn-it was prepared outside the ha,. ' °'~-'-~;,'~'T~e rune, is in Grencho Marx," he says. Trudeau's language pollcy on whlch he Is 
when a reporter tuss~l a "Three years ago," said, cum"~lg-~'s-l)ceches~re ~ ':lt'n o~T. " after .U~ el~..U~ lecturlng, even reprlmandlng the Engllsh, Is 
football in his direction one retorter who covered --~iveawav of shaI'~ in ~ey teu us ammt ~an m,==l,,4 ,,,., ,4,~,,h,= t=it, 
aurmg a one.Gay swing Bennett s first Successful the B.C. Resources In- marx. . 
S~rday  through the East campaign in 1975, '.'that vestment Corp. which Eyen.mo~ pointod ~s.hiS There are  two--not one. . language policies. 
~ootenny. would have chattered him." illustrates a commitment to contennon .mat ~arretsB a One for the English unnn whom is Ins inuated 
Warned beforehand by an His speaking style is more individualownership instead washed-Up (caner, Geatmg • . . . .  ,. L. ,,._ ~__~. " -  
.aide, the. premier, kept ..his relaxed than it was then and of gover,nmont'controlwhich wi. th' .issues that l~ve; !ong r~n~n ioyme ' .eu=: : . . . . . . . .  
.minds !.n.ms.poezem, letthe his small tnik with strangere hecalio secondhand, third- s~e ~n.resmv~. _ _un..e mr ~. e.oec.wnere 1he vlrmm ounawlng or
nail sail oy, men a.ecuse~¢.ne on the street is less formal, rate and fonrthciass." ~enp.ett nns no.~ a.ceeP¢.ea EngliSh Is miera~ea oy me same teas. 
reporter d. throw.~g. :.pear~.: Bennett nays those changes --expanded essential anH~.o~er" m~e~ ~m r The English insist it is self.evident hat  
Mom.enm tater, ytmme ~u come trom experience, not services tegmmti0n ~vhtca ns . '~'.~'" ~"  "?-~ °°"Y". - Canaaa i¢ .qth,~r ^-o , a te^,  ,-  oleo z+ s= = , , , , , ,h .  
• J f i .nmal rG  anU ~ . . . . w • . . • w  v . ,w , . . . . ,w . , , ,u , . ,~ . , . ,~ ,u  . . . v . ]u . , .  m his own pangs, . .me from the need to project a says guarantees, services leaner .~. . . . . . . .  a" ~ . . . .  f . . . . .  
premier t o~s.eo, a penect more relaxedimage, that protect life, health and .to..rm. er ca.ome.~ ml.msteruoo ,,,o_.tm~ up ~ ,no . .y . .  . . . . . .  : 
, ,  JP' puss.The mevnnen cameras - "  The only difference safety. . , : wmmms m jom me r~u I ne one numoer wnlcn ages not apply is 1wo-. 
caught it all. between Bill Bennett in 19"/5 But underlying these leader for a three-o~one two nations..as Quebec would have It. 
That sums up Bennett's and Bill Bennett in 1979," he 
strategy during-the first half "said in an interview last 
of his campaign for "re- week, "is the result of the 
election May 10-- don't ake. maturity that comes from 
any chances; stay in control rmm~a,  government for 3 
of every situation. . l-2~eare.-. 
Thoees years have 
Bennett's low-key cam- prod.used the record on 
paign minimizes the chance which he is running. His 
of losing control. Ac- campaign promises are 
eompanied by his wife these made in a budget 
Audrey, both of them bre~,,ht down the ~y before 
oporting tam left over from a Be~tt  eniled the election. 
Hawaii vacation jmt before " "His"~ain'ih-ente 'is: Ben- 
the provincial election call, nett's Social Credit govern- 
Bennett has stayed mainly in ment brought fiscal integrity 
Social Credit ridingS, hack to B.C., balancing its 
There is little of the hoopla I~dgets and started to pay 
that might lead te charges he off the $~1 million debt left 
is running a high-powered over from the NDP's days of 
media blitz, He vislis several deficit financing, 
senior citizen centres each Increased revenues from 
issues in what Bennett says 
is the central choice facing 
voter's -- individual en- 
terprize versus government 
control. It's the same issue 
his father, the late W. A. C. 
Bennett, campaigned onsuc- 
cessfully for 20 years as pre- 
mier. 
Bennett has dropped his 
early-campaign reference to 
"national socialism," which 
linked the NDP with Hitler's 
Nazis,• but continues to 
allude to the dark spectre of 
government control. 
It's a populist pitch, a 
commitment to the fight 
against big government, big 
lousiness and big unions. He 
also continually points out 
that Social Credit candidates 
debate. Each side has 
refused the other's offer. 
With 34 seats at dissolution 
• compared to 18 for the ]~DP 
(the Comervativea held one 
and two were vacant), 
Bennett seems to ~ be 
following the maxim that 
governments are defeated, 
not elected. 
In a radio interview in 
Salmon Arm, he refused to 
predict the election's out- 
come, but picked the Mon- 
treal Canadieus to win the 
Stanley Cup. ' . 
When the topos stoppen 
rolling, he turned to 
reporters and said with a 
knowing smile: "It's always 
safe to bet on the cham- 
pions." 
MAKES IT EASIER 
Swap is a political move 
By GLEN SOMERVILLE demonstration f his ability refusing to disclose top- more co-operative apprOach 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- to deal successfully with the secret monitoring devices now that the United Stktes 
Last week's swap of Soviet Soviets in order to offset a they say are to replace the hastoneddownitsattuckson 
spies for Soviet dissidents at growing se~,3e of unease in lost Irsniea stations. Soviet human rights policy. 
Carter has a great at stake New York airport helps 
President Carter soften the 
way for conclusion of a 
strategic arms limitation 
treaty (SALT) with the 
Soviet Union. 
Analysts interpret the 
swap as a bizarre form of 
communication between the 
two superpowers, designed 
to show their willingness to 
continue seeking better 
relations with one another. 
Admiaistratiou officials 
were gleeful about the 
success of the negotiations 
leading up to the swap and 
quickly noted it will provide 
a better reception for an . 
arms limitation treaty. 
Since Easter, Carter has 
made conclusion of the 
drngged-out SALT talks a 
priority i tm. In a major 
speech in New York last 
week, be appealed for public 
support for s new treaty as 
the best way to make the 
world safer. 
But Carter still needed a 
Congress about a new SALT 
.agreement. White House 
aides were quick to point out 
carter played a personal role 
in the talks leading to the 
release of five dissidents by 
the Soviets in return for two 
captured spies. 
While a new pact limiting 
the spread of nuclear arms 
has been in its final stages 
for months, it lately has 
bogged down over the issue 
of verification. The term 
refuers to American ability 
to determine whether the 
Soviets will live up to treaty 
terms. 
The New York T|meo has 
quoted an unidentified 
senator as saying it would 
take until lie4 before the 
United States could replace 
the capabili~, of monitoring 
Soviet missile tests that was 
lest when listening stations 
in Iron elused down. 
Administration officials 
denied this claim but left the 
controversy bubbling by 
For Carter, the danger is 
that verification will blew up 
into a major issue in the 
SLAT talks even before a 
treaty is fully negotiated. 
The administration and 
Carter'o political aides are 
pushing for an early 
initialling of an arms pact. 
The Soviets' gesture of 
good faith -- releasing its 
own citizens who are con- 
sidered dissidents to the 
United States -- is not un- 
precedented. Only last fall, 
the Soviets made a deal with 
Senator Ted Kennedy (Dem. 
- -  Mass.) to permit the 
emigration of several Jewish 
families from the Soviet 
Union, 
• But it is significant 
because of the Soviets' sharp 
reaction earlier to Carter's 
aggressive human rights 
campaign, which i-eluded 
writing apereonai Itter to 
Soviet dissident Leader An- 
drei Sakberov. 
The Soviets are taking a 
in making SALT a priority 
for his administration, 
because ven after a treaty 
is initialled, there will still be 
a national debate over its 
terms. It will test Carter's 
leadership and possibly 
bring him into confren~tlon 
with a reluctant Congress. 
Figures from the Wat- 
chdog General Accounting 
Office show the state 
deportment put out Seoo,ooo 
in 1978 to make the case for 
SALT before the public. But 
opposition remaim, as even 
the Soviet newspaper 
Prqvda noted recently in 
anarticle calling the Senate 
"the epieentre of. the 
struggle over SALT." 
Carter's best bet is for a 
final Senate vote on a SALT 
agreement sometime arly 
in 1980. That will make It a 
presidential campaign issue, 
one Carter aides ay they are 
willing to run on if 
necessary. 
French, at best, In North America is a 
mlnorih/regional language. 
English is undeniably the principal malority 
language of both the continent and the country. 
Pierre Trudeau's national unity policy has 
provided a means to beat the drum for French 
economic, social and political causes, but he has 
not affempted..indeed he has refused..to use it to 
redress Imbalances where the Engilsh are being 
abused in Quebec. 
This is an election campaign..a dialogue 
between the electors and those seeking election.- 
so let not Trudeau ask what you are doing for the 
French without you asking him what his doing 
for the English. 
By John Fisher of the Council (or Canadian Unity 
12.'rJ 
Conseil pour I'unite'canadienne 
Before this big bearded 
six foot Scot came along, 
travelling on Canada's rail. 
roads and steamships was 
a nightmare. Each city and 
railroad had its own version 
of what the clock should 
say. The bigger railroad 
stations had tO put up a row 
of clocks to tell travellers 
how the time varied along 
the line. 
Sir Sandford Fleming'a 
solution was to slice the 
globe Into 24 spherical 
zones based on the mer- 
idian of longtitude at 
Greenwich, England• Stan- 
dard Time was a trem- 
endous step forward for 
mankind and Canadians 
should be grateful that our 
country gets credit for it. 
The invention of Stun. 
da~d Time was of such ata. 
ture that we are inclined 
to overlook some of the 
other accomplishments of 
this. The career of this in. 
credible man touched every 
part of southern Canada. 
He had a beautiful home in 
Halifax, he was chief en. 
gineer of the Newfoundland 
Railroad. He owned rights 
on one of New Brunswick's 
salmon rivers. He had a 
family home in Ottawa and 
did most of his engineering 
work in Montreal, He 
married a Peterborough 
girl and lived there too, 
He announced his concept 
of Standard Time in Tor. 
onto, and was chancellor of 
Queen's in Kingston. He 
walked across the Prairies, 
was present at the Last 
Spike, pioneered passes 
through the Rockies; He 
started the (runs Pacific 
cable in British Columbia, 
What a ann7 
J~hu Fisher, Kxeeutlve 
Vice President of the 
Council for Cnnadhm Unity 
was CuJda's Conteanlal 
Commissioner, 
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I -. SUEZ CANAL REOPENS I 
1 " :1  TO AN ISRAELISHIP I 
HEATS•ON Oil development 
Britis ' .... " " the answer I h election said: ":--naraw g nera 11 '0~ W SUEZ CITY. Egypt (AP, change ot ratified Shalo.n!" Salaam is the ' , -- To shouts of  "Salaam" documents. Arabic word for peace and SAINT JOHN, N.B. (CP) Over a much-longer term, $ 
find "Shalom", an" Israeli The Asbdod. following the shalom i s  the ,Hebrew - -A  natlonal policy to about 378 billion barrels 
: freighter sailed through the Custom of the Suez. flew both equivalent, develop a potential oil could he extracted, he said. 
, _LONI).ON (CP) -- As placent British electorate: AiLabordefeat would put Suez canal Monday, proof Israeli and Egyptian colors The last Israeli ship to surplus "in Canada would Development of oil "exo 
that peace has eome between as.it.began its northbound enter the canal, the Bat benefit all regions of the traction facilities for much Tanrsuay'a crucial vote Labor leaders warnect Mrs. Thatcher in l0 Downing Egypt and Israel. 
. edges into sight, both Labor 
~,,gnd .Conservative parties 
:have pulled out the big guns 
~ to sheet,fear into the com- 
~,  
i T ruckers  
, s t r i ke  
,%'~o 
, ,nzzles 
P-I I~SBURGH (AP) - -  A 
month-long strike by 
Teamsters union steel 
haulers fizzled Monday as 
,~many dissident drivers 
'" returned to work, but~ the 
? U.S, steel industry still had 
many workers idle, 
"Most drivers are back," 
;~:sald Charles Carelll, 
C seeretury-trcasurer of Local 
! ~ 800 in Pittsburgh, the union's 
~.~ largest steel.haulingunit 
. .with 1,600 members. "I was 
• out at the terminals this 
morning and. there was a 
.r.Pratty good showing. A few 
. 'still have to work on their 
~'~ trucks." 
~:::A spot check of several 
steel carriers in the Pitt- 
sburgh area .confirmed 
:,.? Carelli's observations. 
r~ "Everything seems to be 
,, over," said a spokesman for 
~MeNieholas Transfer Co. 
"We haven't had any trouble 
overnight and nothing has 
/'-been reported anywhere 
~ else.', 
~,,, In Detroit, Local 124 
president Rall~a Proctor said 
75 per cent of his mem- 
;~ bership has returned to work 
'~ under the terms of a ten- 
tstive contract reached with 
• ~,must 'steel trucking com- 
,~ 'panies. 
'~' Ken Paff of the dissident 
:" Teamsters for a Democratic 
=-~ Union, which had supplanted 
:,. some elected uniou officials 
as a strike co-ordinator, said 
some wildcat striking was 
.~ :still going on in the Detroit 
area. 
t': Steel mills, meanwhile, 
,,~lxepared to ship finished 
products, which have 
,, jammed loading docks in 
'. Ohio, West virginia and 
Pennsylvania,  where th~ 
strike was concentrated; 
• ~ !l/l~e ktrike, originally, ,was 
aimed at truck companies, 
most of which have signed a 
'~ tentative agreement with the 
Teamsters. But rank-and- 
file drivers later ignored the 
union's orders to go back to 
work, demanding a separate 
vote on their supplement to 
the proposed master freight 
agreement. 
/ t  . 
eft.., 
got 
had it.~ 
51 whet 
ang~: ass. 
tnd, 
uri~ hod 
,I there 
uses at 
,en ,the 
s height 
of glass- 
lass for 
me most 
tmental  
' colors. 
te glas~ 
nsembh 
eorstio~ 
~dnti~ 
trestle 
IIn-flre 
Be ~( Ioss  
wu I~My pr/zed. InStil. 
llaat, I/ght shedes It was 
used wlthout de¢oretlon, 
but It was frequently 
~Inted. 
We are the headquarters 
for all your gift needs, See 
Js whenever a birthday or 
anniversary comes nearl 
JEWELLERS LTD. 
632-2171 
216 City Centre Kltlmat 
Street 'as Europe's f irst 
woman prime minister. But . 
she might find herself there 
with only the thinnest of 
over-all majorities. 
I 
Denis Healey, Labor's 
chancellor of the exchequer, 
maintained that Mrs. 
Monday that a Conservative 
victory would lead to a 
national' catastrophe while 
the Tories countered that the 
Labor party is riddled with 
Communists who eventually 
would depose Prime 
Minister James Callaghan. 
For the first time 
Callaghan's age, 67, figured Thatcher had avoided 
in the fight. Deputy Con- talking about pay policy or 
servative leader' William industrial relations during 
Whitelaw sa id  Cailaghan the campaign. 
would become a victim to ,'She has simply treated us 
teft.wiugers and old age--~ to a spectacle of Hollywood 
"the left will use its con- razzmatazz that would have 
siderable muscle to instal a done credit to President 
successor of its choice." Nixon's campaign in. 1968," 
Callaghan insisted Man- Healey said. 
day that he will not step Farm report criticized own from h ispar ty ' s  "I hitve Iound growing 
leadership and that he can skepticism in the electorate 
deal firmly with the left. At ab~t  the honesty of Con- .~ 
the same time he warned ser~ative politics, a growing VERNON, B. C. (CT) -- agricultural production in says thereareno f reseeable 
that Conservatives under puzzlement and uneasmess The British Columbia the province should these long-term dovelopments that 
Margaret Thatcher,. 53, about, the  capacity and legininture's selee.t.l~lmli~i, recommendat ions  be will serve to significantly 
would provoke a fight with responsibility, of the Con- committee on a grlouimre m adopted as government pel. limit outside sources of food 
powerful unions that would servative leaders," he said. it's recent n..sat report n.as icy." . . . .  production, most notably 
lead to a wages free-for-all Callaghan, speaking in a a~;:iacgr~ta~!~weorV~Creotv°t~ . The s.tatement said tha! from the U.S. and Alberta, is 
n-aH.h Uenndrastin~ Corn ¥ , ~ .. p me eonunuea protection ox an attack agaiustpreserving and economic disaster. - "  . . . . . . . . . . .  o -- '  " ~ s , ,, • 
Both sides are fighting for .aS;,, ;,,o,,~=~ . . . . .  ,a ,h term orgam~t on... . B.C. s farm land by the. farmland. 
Britain s eight million undo- Co~e~ative~ . . . . .  ~o~ ° . . . . .  e The_  jo int ,  statement Agricultural Land Reserves The statement said that to 
sc'aremon~ering Mrs re~eas~...~on.aay n~' .me 'Act would be virtually in. recommend that B.C. d~s 
cided voters who may force . . . .  ,.o ~"  . . . . .  at" u.u.znsutute at Agromgmts possible under conditions not need to be concerned 
the outcome of many ~'natcner nas char.gee m _ and the B.C. Federation of imnnsed by the committee r about ~reserving its own 
Thursday with a reeo|;d 2,572 ali~e ay~rgem t 
candidates fighting for the Co'.aservatlve-suppoHing use deserves no plsee in the mission" t~at. would he:i:: Alberta and t~-eqI~ S"  is 
635Houseof Commons seats, news~pe~.. . . . . .  polieC/nmO:ntany provincial "eherged w i~. .p la~=,hor t . s ighted  and 
Mrs. Thateher's Con- • Tee left is Douno to take ~ _ .. • . . prowne for all tlle neeos~ot!. 'im~rmnaible 
servatlves still lead the o~'er in some constituencies "Born our ergamzations "B C s rowing economyii~i!~ii--~=--- ~." . . . .  o . . .~  
opinion palls but the ad- hetausesomoconstituencies are non-partlsnaodltis not  wi~'. thge choices lefl:!i~i~!!i::::::ili:il,:,',~',~:~d',~'r~'~i 
vantogehas nsrrowedto as haye vi~ry left wing can- our intent to ~.aorse ~ regiopal or  local g~ii!::i:~'~s'u'c'~'~'b"'i'o'"~i~i~'~ -
little as three per cent, ac- didates, just as the Con- sta .rid of any po,uca~ party ment, means the ' cb~- "~Cemntattons aitd continue to 
cording to a recent Market servatives have some ve~, during = this provi,nelal mtsslouwould be nothing but pr~[tice nou|th food to look" 
Opinion and Research In- right-wing candidates, election eamapalgn, the an advisory body for local after our need~ as well," the 
ternational poll published in Callaghan told his in-. statement said. . .  government, statement added. 
the Conservative-supporting terviewer. They won t push However after careful The value of such a move Such a position denies the 
Daily Express newspaper, me around." study of the committees' is,~ghly debatable," it said. reality of the world we live 
The undecided voters are Mrs. Thatcher hit back recommendations a  they Land use decisions memoir:in." 
especially crucial in the 47 during a news conference pertain tolanduse questions, at the level of' local goverl]:ml, President Tom Wallace 
marginal seats, 'where  when she was asked why she we'believe the public must mentarenormallysubjectto sigued the report for the agr- 
legislators were el~ct~ five had rcfgset! Call aghan's he .made aware of the tremendous pressure for ologists and president Pat 
years ago with slimmargins ,•in:¢i~0n fo~i a~te[evision seriousness of the implies- development The select Hibbertf0rthefedei'attonnf 
ranging from 22 to 1,000. ' deb~.ii~,~,~i~.,, tions for the continued standing committee report agriculture. 
passage at Suez City, Galim, tried to pass through country, says W. E. 
The 4,500-ton Ashded was southern entrance to the in 1954 but was seized by the Richards, president of Dome 
the first vessel flying the canal. It had come from the Egyptian and the crew was Petroleum, 
Israeli flag ever allowed to Israeli port of Eilat on the held for three months as "One of the greatest 
pass through the 161. Gulf of Aqaba andwas gnats prisoners of war. One of the misconceptions ,.. is that 
k i lometres  " waterway,  way, empty, to the Israeli Bat Galim's crew members there is not enough oil in 
Israeli shipping officials part of Haifa on the was working aboard the Ash- Canada." Richerds told a 
said, Mediterranean. dodonMonday, lsraeliradio development conference 
• reported. 
Its journey was a• About 100 i jubilant Though no ship flying ihe here Monday. Oil reserves in Canada far 
milestone • in the nor. Egypt ians ,  inc lud ing  .israeli flag had ever passed exceed the demand in the 
realization of relations under s01dle'rs and civilians through the canal before foreseeable future but "We 
the Israeli-Egyptian peace waiting tocross thecanalto Monday, Israeli shipping simply don't have the 
treaty, which guarantees the Sinai Desert, waved and officials Said several Israeli- facilities in place to make 
Israeli ships unhindered pas- shouted"SaleamZ Salaam!" owned vessels whose use of our oil.'" 
sage through the canal, The as the freighter steamed ownership was hidden have Richardssaid the probable 
treaty went into effect last past, The 22-man ship crew passed through flying demand for oil in Canada 
Wednesday with the ex- shouted back "Shalom! "convenience flags." during the next 35 years will 
be about 30 billion barrels 
and the country could, with 
proper facilities, produce 53 
billion barrels during that 
time• 
of the oil was too expensive 
to be practical until a few 
• years ago, he said, but such 
facilities could be built now 
and financed partly through 
expert sales. . , 
New technology will he 
needed to get at must of the 
untapped oil, he said, and 
Canada should develop that 
technology now while world 
prices and markets permit 
it. 
The need for oil could'he 
substantially reduced in'~ 50 
• or 10o years time, he said. 
"We cannot assume the re- 
source will always be imme- 
diately available." -• 
He also said Canadians 
should pay the world price 
for oil produced in the 
country. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PUBLIO HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be 
held on proposed Zoning Amendment By-law Prelect 
No. ADP.02.7,02. 
The general Intent of the proposed amendment Is t~ 
delete all reference in By.law No. 401.194~ to In. 
stitutions, fraternal lodges and social /dubs, In" i~" 
(single and two family dwelling) and R3 (reslduntlal; 
district and multi.family dwelling) areas. ~t,~: ..~ ot 
The proposed amendment may be vlewnd by any and 
all persons requiring more speclic Information, 
during regular business hours at the Municipal Hali~ 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, 6.C. , . ;  
The Public Hearing will be held In the Municipal 
Council Chambers on Monday, May 14, 1971; at 7:00 
p.m. 
Any and all persons having on interest in the proPosed 
amendment shell take notice and he governed e¢. 
cordlngly, i 
E.R. HaH~or 
Clerk.Administrator 
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, and  
Best Wishes 
to the 
, on their 
DAVE'S PLUMBING 
& HEATING (1962) 
4931 Keith 
635-'/151 
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Management and +i ~.4  tu r  , + 
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is proud tO have helped in the 
construction of the new 
and extend ]Best Wishes and 
OONGRATULATIONS 
on the Opening this Saturday 
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Northern  Sash  & 
Mi l lwork  Ltd.  
offers 
m 
M 
CONGRATULATIONS 
on the opening of the i+ i~~2~ ~ 
We were happy to have been able to 
do the window glazing & Wood doors. 
4418 LEGION 636-6667 
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TELKWA ROOFING 
E Sheet Metal Flashings 
was pleased to have had the 
opportunity to do the roof  
at the new 
and o f fe rs  
Oongratulations 
on the  
Grand 
Opening 
TELI[WA ROOFING & 
SHEET METAL 
2306 Pear 636-2344 
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Congratulotions 
to the 
and 
8•st Wishes 
on their 
GRflND 
OPENING 
f rom the staff at 
Beutlo Masonry 
2304 Pear 635-H41 
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Specializing in term 
financing & 
equipment leasing 
Congratulates 
the management 
& 
staff of the  
N~~N aN~ 
On their 
• Grand Opening 
ROY NAT LTD. 
Suite 2650-650 W. +GeorEla 
Vancouver, B.C. 
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Sports. Councilis new 
Crown corporation 
TORONTO (CF) -- A ~ew minister of state for fitness technical expertise beyond be its much greater. 
Crown corporatmn LO t,c ann amateur sport. . the reach of athletes and flexibility, its heightened 
called the Sport Council, most volunteer-based asso- 
with responsiblity for elations," Campagnolo said. 
,Canadian participation in "We are proposing that 
~national and international sport governing bodies and 
sports, was proposed in a government meet on new 
federal government policy ground in future: Those 
"paper eleased Monday. elements of Sport Canada 
Highlights of the white now in the fitness and 
paper were announced at a amateur sport branch of 
:nnws conference by Iona Health and Welfare Canada 
Campagno lo ,  federa l  will be transferred to a new 
Sport Council, and to effect 
this, a congress of sport is 
proposed within the year." 
The congress would be 
compused of representatives 
of all interested natlonsl 
sport governing bodies as 
well as the new Sport 
Council. 
"Its purpose will be to 
engage in fundamental 
debate on the needs of 
Canadian sport, to" discuss 
the possibility of partnership 
ond to move, I trust, to the 
achievement of that goal." 
Campagnelo declared that 
the proposed Sport Council, 
which she seas as "a very 
flexible Crown corporation," 
will be a step toward "taking 
government out of sport." 
"The major immediate 
advantage ofthe council will 
The paper came after two 
years of consultations which 
revealed that sports 
governing bodies want 
autonomy but recognize the 
need for continuing govern- 
ment involvement if Can- 
ada's full athletic potential is 
to be realized. 
"Athlet ic excel lence 
demands funding and 
Johnson leads 
the selection 
NEW YORK tAP) --  
Guard Dennis Johoson of 
Seattle SuperSonics heads 
the National Basketball 
Association all-defensive 
team selected by the 
league's coaches and an- 
nnunced Monday. 
Johnson -- the only player 
selected by every coach and 
named to the first team by 
all but two -- was joined in 
the backcourt by Don Buss of 
Phoenix Suns. Others on the 
flrsf~ taam were forwards 
Bobb~ Jones of Philadelphia 
:'i: ' ' 
'76era nd Bob Dandrldge of 
Washingtofi Bullets, and 
centre Kareem Abdul- 
Jabbar of Los Angeles La- 
kern. 
The second team had two 
Portland Trail Blazers, 
forward Maurice Lucas and 
guard Lionel Hollins. 
Completing the squad were 
guard Eddie Johnson of 
Atlanta Hawks, forward 
M.L. Carr of Detroit Pistons, 
and centre Moses Malone of 
Houston Rockets. 
responsiveness to sport 
needs, its relative freedom, 
within accepted parameters, 
to apply flexible personnel 
and financial administration 
practices, and its possible 
consolidation of organ- 
izatloas erving sport under 
a single umbrella." 
She sa id  the council's 
success will depend on the 
response by organized sport, 
business, universities and by 
other elements of the sports 
community. 
The white paper called for 
Canadian universit ies to 
participate in the new 
organization i  the area of 
research and as "an im- 
portant pool of athletic 
potential, one that might be 
further enhanced were the 
universities to accept the 
principle of athletic 
scholarships." 
The government hopes to 
set up a national sport trust 
which would consolidate 
fund raising, and would 
receive contributions from 
Loto Canada nd private and 
~rporate contributions. 
<.i 
o 
Job creation. 
Number of jobs created. 
t lO, I l l l l )  I(III.OOI) IZO,OOO 140,000  
I I I I ' I I I 
! ':" ' : ' : ' i : .  ,. ' !" '~ ' . . . . .  
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Source: B.C. Ministry of Economic Development, B.C. Economic Activity, 1979. 
B.C. Ministry of l.abour. Labour Research Bulletin, Feb., 1979. 
Mining output.. 
Growth in mining output lannual percentage) 
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with Chris Porter 
Government giving 
grant for purchase 
of Thornhill course 
The Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club has 
been working on the purchase of the Thornhill 
Golf Course for quite some time, and yesterday 
these efforts received a tremendous boost when 
the provincial government announced the Club 
would receive a grant of $82,368.~ towards the 
purchase. 
The grant, approximately one third of the total 
purchase price, provided through the Recreation 
Facilities Assistance Program, was applied for 
some time ago by the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club, and. lust verified yesterday. 
"We're very happy about the whole thing," 
. •  ........ ':i. : ;;h "; ,., 
,ft.'~ 
Who does a better job for British Columbians? Four 
vital signs of economic activity are displayed 
here. [] You compare. TheSocreds themselves 
admit failure. In the Economic Development 
Ministry's 1978 Review and Outlook, they concede 
that unemployment will increase ven further this 
, ;, ~, year. [] They have turned to massive tax and rate 
• -i ~ ,: ~ increases to compensate for their economic errors. 
They raisedthe tax burden on your family 
substantially. [] And they have doubled ferry 
. rates, upped hospital and ambulance charges, and 
~ .~ I increased auto insurance rates. 1"3 A promise of 
better things is one thing. Delivering what you 
promise is another. The NDP has proven that its 
~ economic program works. [~ You judge. 
commented 5keena Valley Golf Club president 
Cec Moore. "The grant, along with volunteer 
labor, will enable us to turn it into excellent 
course as soon as possible, hopefully by the end 
of May," 
Skeena MLA Cyril Shelford, in a press release, 
commented, "1 congratulate this Society on ItS 
determination In ra is ing the needed finances to 
purchase this course. It would have been very 
unfortunate if this facility had to be closed or 
sold to private Interests, so community residents 
could, not use It." 
Cec/~oore added that the Club Is still looking 
for commitments from local business and in- 
dustry to support the Golf Course prelect, and 
that they still hope to sell more membership 
entry fees. These are available to anyone at $250 
each, and entitle the holder to a 20 per cent 
reduction in annual golf club dues, as long as the 
purchaser holds the membership. 
The grant, according to Moore, Is a maior step 
towards the purchase of the course, because 
without it there would be no purchase. He added 
that with it, the purchase procedure should go 
smoothly from here. 
The Golf Course Improvement Committee has 
scheduled work parties every Monday and 
Thursday evening until further notice, and any 
volunteer labor or use of equipment he Golf Club 
members can provide would be greatly ap- 
preciated. 
GIRLS MINOR 
SOFTBALL 
........... BY-- Leh Chin, 
.... This report concludes 
the three-port article on 
Girl's Minor Softball. 
In the Bantam Division 
(14-16 yrs) there are three 
teams: Team I (Moose 
Lodge) will be coached by 
Denis Fngere, Team 2 
(Doc's Cartage) coached 
by Linda Juba and Team 
3 (Mohart Trucking) 
Henry Therrien coach. 
I~gue play for the  
• Bantam will begin next 
week. 
In the  Junvenile 
Division (under 19 yrs) 
the team of R King & Son 
is coached by Len Chin, 
Ed Schlosser and LiMa 
Juba. The girls are 
• striving for a berth in the 
B.C. Summer Games 
being held this year in 
Richmond B.C. on August 
3,4 and 5. Last year in: 
Penticton, R King &- Son ~, 
placed 5th. Tepms from 
Kitimat, Aiyansh, Kit- 
wanga and the host team, 
R King 9 Son will playoff 
on June 9, 10 to decide 
who will represent his 
district. Entries are 
expected from Houston 
and Hazelton but to data 
are not confirmed. Word 
has it that a former 
hallplaye." from Ladner 
has moved into Terrace, 
if any reader knows who 
she may be, please 
contact Len Chin at 5-5676 
in the evening, 
Registration deadline for 
the Juvenile Division with 
the BCASA is May 31. 
Any girls between the 
ages of 17-19 interested in
pitching, or who have 
pitched competitively can 
also contact Len Chin. 
Chamberlain 
is inducted 
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. lone NBA player among 
tAP) --Seven-footer Wilt Seven Hall of Fame in- 
Chamberlain was inducted ducteea chosen by the Hall of 
into basketball's Hall of Fame selection committee. 
Fame Monday, five years The others included the 
after his bitter National winningest coach in college 
Basketball Association rival, basketball, DePaul's Ray 
Bill Russell, Meyer. In 37 years at the 
"Being elected means Illinois university, he has 
more to me that just being a won 597 games. 
great player,", said the 
former Philadelphia nd Los Chamberlain, who flew to 
Angeles superstar. "It's the Springfield from Australia 
honor of being identified with where he was promoting a
all the greats of the game -- rock 'n roll concert, has the 
people l've admired all my most NBA career points, tile 
life." 
Sin, re,,: B.('. Mimstry .f  Ec,,n,,nie l)evelopment. ~i ..m=-Nl i 
B.C. Ec,,n.mic Activity, 1979. t conomi, c 
Rea l  income.  , leaderst p. 
Increase in real income* ,per p,.rso,,, One more  reason .  
..~:l(ll) SlIOU SlNIU ' $121In q/ 
i I I l 
, q~" 
Youre _ 
....... .... , ,--,,-, betteroff 
with the 
Bankruptc ies.  NDP 
Number of business failures tannual acl,rag,,J 
2O0 3OO 
I I I I 
Source: Statistics Canada, commercial failures, 
Cat No. 61.002 
For more inf,,rmati,m: 
Bri t iS l l  • 
NDP 
S~SaSt  I I~ ,MIV~.  Va~'e~nNw ¥ST U{4 
highest per-game average in 
Chamberlain, 42, was the aseasonandforacaresr. 
Baiocchi, Hayes 
added to [ield 
AKRON, Ohio (AP) -- $3, . 
South Mrican gcifers Hugh Baiocchi has won tourna. 
ments in both Europe and his Baiecchi and Dale Hayes 
have been added to the field 
for the $400,-000 World Series 
of Golf, scheduled Sept. 27-30 
at Firestone Country Club. 
Baiocchl and Hayes 
earned their first berths in 
the invitational tournament 
by finishing first and second, 
respectively, in the South 
African Professional Golf 
Association's order of merit. 
Baiocehl, 32, led the South 
African tour with $19,804 in 
winnings, while Hayes, 26,' 
won $19,788. Gary Player 
finished 26th on the South 
African money list with 
native country, while Hayes 
also has won international 
events and played on the 
United States tour for two 
years. 
The fie'ld for this year's 
World Series has been ex. 
psndad to a minimum of 36 
players, including the top 
two finishers in the orders of 
merit in South Africa, 
Australia and the Asian golf 
ircult. The top three players 
om the orders of merit on 
the European tour and the 
Japanese PGA tour ako will 
qualify. 
3 . ;.• :'.::.:~: :~. " " ' -  " • ::.. ..... Tim Herald, Tu'lH~doy, May 1, 11~1~, ,  
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Islanders feel ment w mo um no 
,C  =bus|uess 
be rode more 
! dfective? 
Contemplat ing an  expans ion or ~" 
diversification? Looking at new markets? 
Having difficdlty with your internal 
controls and  f inancing? Establ ishing 
or buy ing a business? 
Whatever your needs, 
talk with our management  
services officer. " : 
With a wide range of business ervices 
and  knowledge of g~vernment  assist- 
ance  programs we can help your 
business to effectively produce results. 
Ask: how our CASE counsell ing and  
small business management  seminars  
c~n hello your business, 
Why not contact 
our management  services officer todayl 
We'll be  p leased  to discuss your business. 
YO~Lr Small Business Development Centre. 
Peter J .  Murray 
4548 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG IP8 
Tel: 635-4951 
//ENT BAN( 
winger Anders Hedberg when I make adJv~tmenta.'" 
slowed Trottler and his Bossy and (Illlle~ ~re 
linomates, Mike Bossy and seorelass in tLe a~lu .  
Clark Gillies, despite their TrotUer's only goal -,~m on 
impressive scoring record, thepowerplaylantThm~ 
Trottier,"~h0 16d NHL night when the Raag¢~ won 
scurihg in 1978.79 with 134 the opener 4-1. 
points, says his line is going Tkaczuk scored in the 
to have to change its style a losing effort agnlnst the 
bit to cope with the fierce Islanders on Saturday. Over. 
• Rangers' checkers, all, he has four goals and Six 
• "We'll have to surl~ise assists far 10 points in nine 
'em," says Trottier. "We playoff games. 
know that we'll be playing The Islanders haven't 
against Tkaczuk most of the looked good against the 
series, especially in the Rangers except iu the ..flflrd 
Garden. period and in overume 
"There are ways to adjust during Saturday's game. 
to keep him away more or Trotlier says taking the 
loss. But he is a smart momentum away from such 
hockey player. He's going to a gned-akatisg team an the 
make some adjustments Rangers is a slow preueas. 
NEW YORK (CP) -- There 
is no 'T '  in Bryan Trottier'a 
"vocabulary. New York 
Islanders' best forecbecklng 
and scoring centre would Walt Tkaczuk, 31, rates 
rather talk about the per- among the best as a 
formances ofOther National defensive forward after tl 
Hockey League players, seasons with New York 
I 
HOULE SA YS BR ~r[NS 
TOUGHER 
BOSTON (cPy-i.Whlle after two periods. 7hey may see their first action 
most obaerve/s figured on took the second Saturday of the series. Shutt has a 
a Stanley Cup final aeries night 5-2 after falling be- charley horse and Napier 
• between• Montreal and hind 2-0 midway •through a bruised knee. 
New York ilslanders, .the second.period. Bruins captain Wayne 
winger Rejean Houle of "We've got to stop Casinnon sat out the 
the Cauadlens ' •says doingsomuch work in the game Saturday to rest 
Boston Brnins look like a neutral zone," said Houle. ribs he injured several 
toughei'opponent in some "The Bruins are so weeks ago and likely will 
• respects.. ? -  ' disciplined a'nd so patient be back in uniform 
• ."The Islanders. play that they break up our tonight.. 
more offe~!vely~ which attempts to hring'the It was also expected 
gives ns:.morechanoea puck out 'through the that Boston cusch Don 
too," said Hauls, who has middle." ' Cherry might give 
a groin- injury and has The ice surface at the goaltender Gerry 
been a Spectator for Garden is small -- 191 Cbeevers a rest and start 
Montreal 's home-ice .feet by 113 instead of the Glllas Gilbertin the third 
victories in the first two standard imensions of game here, where the 
games of their brat-of- 200 by 85 at the Montreal Bruins picked up beth 
seven National Hockey Forum -- but Hcule sug- their victories in a 4-2 
League semifinal against gested that might work to , final series loss to 
the Bruins. the Canadiens' benefit. Montreal last year. 
"We have to move the Cherry said the first. 
• The third game will be pock back and forth two games demonstrated, 
played tonight at Boston between the defencemen, one thing to him and hiss= 
Garden. bring it to the centre line club: "We bad them and 
"We're a team of and dump it into their we let them off the h0~' '~ 
skaters," said Houle. But can be beatm." 
"The more openings end," he said. " It 's they possible that he small ice The fourth game is 
there are in front of us, surface will give us an scheduled Thursday 
tbe hatter we akate: When advantage. That way, n~ght, with a fifth, if 
a team doesn't show any we'llgettothepuck at the necessary, in Montreal 
openings, It slows us up. same time as the Saturday night. 
That's what the Bruins Brnins." The game tonight will 
are doing." be seen on the full C B ~ 
The Cauadiens won the While Houle won't play televis ion networq  
first game last Thursday tonight, forwards Steve starting at ?:30 p.m'~]~ 
night 4-2 after trailing 2-I Shutt and Mark Napier EDT ~i'.~.. 
Only horsethat" 
a League at the can beat him 
Flying Paster is the only Derby and Flamingo, and Bowling Alley? I.,OUI~VB.,T.,E, Ky.(,'~P)--Bid, whmaroftheFlorkle 
horse that san beat Spee- Flying Paster, winner of the 
• tacuinr Bid in the Kentucky Santa Anita and Hollywood 
. Derby, trainer Bud Delp said derbies. 
Ham PIIORO • '  'Monday .  Delp trains Flying Paster rider Don 
' "If I lose it, it't going to be his fourth Derby, but far the 
Rangers. 
Trottter, 22, and Thaczuk 
are the centree who usually 
face each other in the playoff 
hattie between the Islanders 
and the Rangers. 
The New York teams move 
to Madison Square Garden 
tonight for the third game of 
their bestof-seven semi. 
final. They split the first two 
games at the Nassau 
Coliseum in Uniondale, N.Y. 
"We're thankful the Lord 
was on our side," Trottier 
said after the Islanders 
defeated the Rangers 4-3 on 
Denis Potvin's overtime goal 
that ied the series Saturday. 
The Bangers' checking 
line of Tkaczuk, left winger 
Steve Vickers and right 
DID YOUREGISTER YET? 
The CENTENNIAL  CHRISTIAN SCHOOL is now receiving 
registrations for the 1979.80 school year. As in the past we are of- 
fering a full curriculum for grades 1.7. All courses will be taught 
from the Perspective that God is vital ly al ive and directs al l  our  
activities through his word end spirit. To that end a committed staff 
has been hired with government approved academic qualifications 
and experience. There are still openings for students. For the sake of 
your children you might well check us out. We believe the school can 
well stand the test. Call us or write us and bring a friend to see the 
school In action at the OPEN HOUSE FR IDAY,  MAY I1- 9 e.m. to 4 
p.m. We'd  be happy to try to answer your questions. 
,,,,,The CENTENNIAL 
sc.oo, 
Box 317  635-6173 3602 Sparks 
EVENINGS:  " 
635-2395 635-5101 635-5@ 
And so is my friend Phone " anyonet° Flyingelse,,,Paster,said nOtDelp.tO first time sinee 19e8. H isbeSt~ v ioua  finsh was lOth. .................................................. •  : ............ 
. . . . .  It's a ~ohorse race." ".-~:~:¢~~~:¢~~~:~:~:g~:C:C~:C~:~:C~:C:t:~ 
PLEASE CHECK YOUR CHOICE. However, trainer Gordon .~" jl ')(r 
[ ]  MORNING SUN. MON TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. " SAT. Campbell does not feel that " • 
AFTERNOON ' ~ ~ [-1. [] [] ~ I -1.  Spectacular Bid is the only '~  
horse Flying Paster has m ,~. 
RRRCE HOTEL ! [']LATE EVENING ['~ [ ]  []  "/ ['] [] [] tucky Derby on Saturday at • Churchill Downs. "~ SPRING-MAY, JUNE FALL-SEPT.-APR. "Thore's another horse ill ~, 
, there -- Golden Act (winner 
• of the Arkansas and "~ • 
Send or Deliver Entry to: Louisiana Derbies)," said ..~ con fulf i l  9ou~ enteao inment  needs -~ 
B O W L I N G  ALLEY  Campbell, "and General .~ • .~ Assembly (the Gotham 
a good race." ,~ ,.~ 
ning least nine three-year- 
olds were expected tocontost '~  
4807 Lazelle Ave, i l l - j i l l1 the$200,000-addedDerbybut "~ '~' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the foaling seems to side with ~ 
o,x,-,=,,,.~=~,.a. --Banquet Rooms . race between Spectacular "  • "~' 
--Dining Room / ** / Nightly 
/Entertainment --Buffet Luncheon 
-~ •. daily 11:30-2:00 at the 
Post, the~ tching 
i--Seafood.Buffet Augustine Lounge 
i every Friday 
5:00-9:00 Ind for your dancing 
enjoyment 
~t 
. i 4661636.2231Greig he Red D'or C boret i 
,/Monday 
/ thru 
i 
HOT TO TMOT 
# 
Ii 
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BASEBALL  R 0 UND UP , ,  ~ 
Phils hand Giants 8th st. loss 
By Thl~ ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Greg Luzieski knocked in 
three runs with a homer and 
single and Garry Maddox 
blasted a solo shot to carry 
Philadelphia Phillies to a 4-1 
victory Monday night over 
San Francisco, the eighth 
straight loss for the slum- 
He was relieved by Tug 
McGraw, who hurled three 
scoreless innings and picked 
up his third save. 
The Phillies, who have won 
12 of their last 14 games, took 
a 1-0 lead in the first on 
Luzinski's RBI single. 
Maddox hit a leadoff home 
run in the second inning for 
ping Giante. the Phillies and Luzinski 
connected with a man on 
Winner Dick Ruthven base in thelast of the third. 
pitched six innings before 
leaving with a tender elbow. The Giants scored in the 
top of the third on Jack 
Clark's sacrifice fly. 
In other National League 
action, Steve Rogers pitched 
a seven-hitter and Gary 
Carter and Andre Dawson 
each blasted a home run as 
Montreal Expos extended 
their winning streak to six 
games with an 8.4 decision 
over Los Angeles Dodgers. 
Doug Flynn singled home 
the winning rdn in the 
seventh inning and Craig 
Swan notched h/s second 
consecutive victory as New 
York Mets downed San 
Diego Padres 4-3. 
Terry Puhl's two-run 
homer capped a four-run 
rally in the top of the ninth 
inning, lifting. Houston 
Astros to a 6-5 triumph over 
St. LouisCardinals. 
In the American League, 
Jim Slaton fired a two-hitter, 
Ben Oglivie powered two 
home runs and Gorman 
Thomas slammed a three- 
run shot to pace Milwaukee 
Brewers to an 8-0 victory 
over Cleveland Indians. 
Butch Wynegar belted a 
tworun homer and added a 
runseoring single to spark 
Minnesota Twins to a 6-3 
victory over Toronto Blue 
Jays. 
Richie Zisk keyed a five- 
run rally in the third inning 
with a two-run single and 
made a spectacular catch in 
SuRA//CE 
// 
Social Credit has made a firm commitment to end the present 
disc ".ri.mination in auto insurance rates.., so that insurance 
• ";,, : ;1'1...  . . . . 
premiums will be basedstrictly on t~¢ mdividual's driving record. 
The largest group to benefit will be single male drivers under 25 
years of age. However, many others ~ also be affected... 
because the commitment isto end diB(:rimination on the basis of 
age, sex, marital status and geograph~ location. Social Credit 
beheves that ever~ good driver in B.C[ should have an equal 
opportunity to enjoy the best possible auto insurance rates...and 
we intend to back up that belief with positive action in the next 
driving year. 
['hl1"(),,~,*Id (lorry ()ra.~ 
hH1~,dll)rcman kth technician 
liurn,lhy North  .M,ickcn/i¢ 
right field to smother a 
Kansas City uprising in the 
sixth as Texas Rangers beat 
the Royals 8-7. 
In a West Coast game, Don 
Baylor's bases.loaded single 
in the bottom of the ninth 
inning scored Rick Miller 
with the winning run, leading 
California Angels to a 2-I 
victory over New York 
Yankees. 
In late games, Boston was 
at Oakland and Baltimore at 
Seattle. 
From small busiuessmen totrade unien members, 
Soc~d Credit C~ndidates are people from all walks of lffe... 
united in their beh'ef that SocM Credit is best for B.C. 
• SHORT TAKES 
ON SPORT 
with Chris Porter 
| 
The race for the Stanley (~up has been 
narrowed down to Just four teams, soon to be Just 
hNO, and in the not 10o distant future, the 1978-79 
Cup winners will be declared. 
TheMontreal Canadiens and 'the Boston 
Brulns seem to be following their script fairly 
closely. 'In both the first two games of that series, 
the Bruins have skated to a second period lead 
over the Habs, only to have the Canadiens come 
hack in the third period 10 win the game. Many 
Montreal.Boston piayoff games have followed 
this'pattern over the past few seasons, and it's 
still happening. 
That series, with the Canadlens in front two 
games to zip, now switches to Boston for games 
three and four. If the Bruins hope to get back In 
the series, and change the script sornewhaf, 
they'd barfer make their move prefly soon. 
It's hard to pinpeinf Just why, but when it 
comes to playoff games against Montreal, the 
Bruins have a mental block of some kind, which 
always seems to work to the Canadlens ad- 
vantage. They play well the first two periods, 
and are usually leading af the end of the second, 
but somehow manage to blow if in the final 
period. The first two games of the current series 
are good examples. 
Boston's major mistake Is one of going into a 
defensive shell In thefinal period, and frying to 
hold onto their lead. The Canadlens are tco good 
a team to t ry  this strategy on, and give them 
enough chances, they'll always find a way to 
beat you. Boston builds their advantage with a 
delicate balance of good forechecklng to create 
scoring chances, and solid defensive play to keep 
the Canadlens off the scoreboard. In the third 
period they lay back and go into a defensive 
shell, when they should be playing the same way 
they did In the first two periods. 
The Bruins have been doing this against the 
Canadlens for years, and always come out on the 
losing end of things. It's probably a pattern too 
deeply Instilled in them to change now, and If the 
Bruins did come back to take the series, it would 
have to rate as one of the major upsets of the past 
few seasons. Boston may win one game at home, 
but the final result of the series seems to be a 
foregone conclusion, and the Canadlens should 
have little trouble advancing to the finals. 
The other semi.final series, with the New York 
Islanders and the New York Rangers fled -t one 
game apiece, Is up In the air, and could go either 
way,. The Rangers took the opener 4.1, and came 
within a whisker of going hack to their home rink 
at Madison Square Garden up two. The Islanders 
" i  werefor'¢edto come up with an overtime goal by 
Denis Potvln 10 defeat the Rangers 4.3, and even 
the series. 
The Rangers are definitely an oublde 
possibility to walk off with the whole thing this 
year. Remember, their coach is Fred Shero, that 
hockey genius who took the Philadelphia Flyers 
to hNO straight Stanly Cups a few years ago, and 
he knows what playoff competition Is all about. 
For one thing, the Rangers, by winning the 
opening game, erased the Islanders home Ice 
• advantage, and only need to win their home 
games to fake the series. Goalten61ng Is a major 
factor in the playoffs, and John Davldson In the 
nets for the Rangers, has been playing the best 
hockey of his career, stopping everything In 
sight. 
To get to the finals, though, the Rangers have 
to dump the Islanders, the best team In the entire 
league over the regular season. With the Prolific 
scoring line of Mike Bossy, Bryan Trotfler, and 
Clark Gillies spearheading the attack, and 
becked up by Norris Trophy winning defen. 
ceman Denis Potvin, along with goaltenders 
Glenn Resch and Billy Smith, the team from 
Long Island is a formidable opponent Indeed. 
Centre Walt Tkaczuk has been cast In the role of 
a defensive forward, and has been a malor factor 
In keeping the Trofller.Bossy.GIIIles line off the 
scoresheet so far. If they can continue to do that, 
the Davidson keeps his hot hand in the nets, add 
a little luck, and the Rangers could find them. 
~elves In the finals. 
They still have to be rated as underdogs, 
though, and if the series goes Its full seven 
games, the last match will be on Islander Ice, 
and we'll probably see an Islanders.Canadlens 
Stanley Cup final. If that happens, fans will be 
1reefed to the spectacle of two of North 
America's finest hockey teams going at It for the 
Stanley Cup, and who will come out on fop of the 
rnatchup is anyone's guess. 
On May !0, vote for the Season opener 
government hat puts on May ] 3th 
t-he individual first. The Terrace Mens Fast-provide the pitching, while 
ball League has increased to veterans Ken Nieholson, 
eight teams this year, in- Kelly Robinson, Dave, 
eluding one each from Dennis, and Phil Welock 
KItimat and Prince Rupert. make up the infield. 
SOCIAL CREDIT WORKS. FORYOU. 
Profiles will be done over the 
next eight issues, as the 
teams prepare for the season 
opener May 13th. 
TERRACE TIGERS' 
The Tigers ere sponsored 
jointly by Terrace Shell and 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
and coached by Bruce 
Jamieson. 
Jamieson feels confident 
about his club's chances this 
year, citing strong pitching 
and good defense as the 
reason. Jamieson, Bob 
Couture, and Ron Daciuk 
With Ken Isaaks doing the 
catching, the only weakness 
appears to be the outfield, 
where Jamieson is hoping 
Rod McQuerrie and Paul 
Walker will help to 
strehgthen the club and show 
the way for the younger 
players, 
All in all, things look fairly 
good for the Tigers t l~ 
season, 
Anyone interested in 
playing fastball is weleame. 
Teams practice at Riverside 
Park on Tuesdayj Thur- 
sdays, Saturdays, and 
Sundays. 
/ t 
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Queb ec Grit head retains seat, 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Monday hight, with party in  Argenteuil and Jean-' 
Quebec Liberals won both leader Claude Ryan Claude Rivest, a one-time 
provincial byelections sweeping to an easy.vietory aide to former premier 
Nomination closed 
in federal election 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
An all-time record total of 
1,-414 candidates Will contest "
the May 22'federal eli~tion, 
checks at returning offices 
across the country indicated 
Monday as nomination~ 
closed at 2 p.m. in each of the 
six lime zones. 
The total was still unof- 
ficial as difficulty arose in 
getting closing figures in two 
British Columbia ridings 
but is far ahead of the 1,209 
who ran in the last federal 
election in 1974, the largest 
figure to that date in 
Canadian electoral history. 
The increase of the 
numSer of. parliamentary 
scats from 264 in 1974 to 282 
in the new House due to 
redisirlbution was only part 
of the reason for the huge 
field. This time more in- 
dependent and "fringe" 
party candidates pnt their 
~00 deposits on the line, 
particularly in Quebec and 
Ontario. 
For example, 519 names 
will appear on the ballots in 
Quebec's 75 ridings -- better 
than 60 more than in Ontario 
which has 20 more ridings 
than QuebeC. Fables Roy, 
the nati9al Credit leader who 
is pinning his party's hopes 
on its Quebec showing, had 
candidates in all but two 
Quebec ridings and the in- 
dependence-minded Union 
Populaire, showing on the 
ballot for the first time, 
came up with a surprising 71 
candidates. , 
The fringe parties -- such 
as Communists,• Marxist- 
Leninists and the light-, 
hearted Rhinos -- crowded 
the Quebec ballots along 
with a spate of independents, 
The Ontario-based Liber- 
tarians fielded about 50 
candidates, most in southern 
They're on the mark 
They're ready to go 
And the race is on 
You take your pick 
BRITISH COLUMBIA Don Moses (L~, Darwin 
28 Members Sigurgeirson (NDP) 
Burnaby (2,550) -- Doreen 
A. Lawson (L), Hugh Mawby 
(PCl, Svend J. Robinson 
(NDP) 
Cspiteno (PC 4,454) -- 
Dave Findley (L), x-Ben 
Huntington (P(~), Michael 
Karton (NDP), Richard 
(The Troll) Schaller (Rhino) 
yCariboo-Chilcotin (L 
1.230) .--- Lon Godfrey (L). 
Ontario but with a few in 
Quebec and the West. 
In "a couple of Quebec 
ridings the total number of, 
candidates .was nine, with 
eight-member races the 
maximum 'in Ontario. 0sly 
Newfoundland, the North- 
west Territories and Yukon 
were confined • to .the 
L ibera ls ,  P rogress ive  
Conservatives and the New 
Democratic Party. The three 
major parties, as usual, are 
contesting every seal  
In the northern 
Territories, most of 
Newfoundland and some 
remote parts of the rest of 
the country, nominations 
elesed early ' on April 24 to 
allow more time for 
distribution of election 
supplies. Twenty-five (~on- 
tests Were sealed off then, 
including the Yukon seat 
which lies in Canada's 
seventh tbne zone. 
Mere women than ever 
before will be running this 
time, Quebec alone has 82, 
with about 70 in Ontario, 
more than the 137 who ran in 
the whole country in 1974. 
The showing this time for 
women candidates was slim. 
most in AtlanUe Canada 
where 0nly five are running 
in four. provinces. 
Three of the women candi- 
dates --:. two in Quebec and 
one in British Columbia --  
were cabinet ministers in the 
last gore,resent. The major 
parties;are running women 
in about their usual 
proportions, and the bulk.of 
the increase comes from the 
fringe parties where chances 
are considered slim, -. 
As the deadline neared 
yPrlnce George.Bulkley 
Vat.Icy {PC ~I~) -- Spike 
Enemark (L), William W. 
Kordyban (Ind), Lorne 
McCuish (PC), Arehie 
Patrick (NDP) 
yPrinee George-Peaee 
River (PC 4,943) -- Lee 
Broddy (Ll, x-Frahk Oberle 
(PC), Bob Simpson (NDP) 
Richmond-South Delta Monday, the usual last- 
Robert Bourassa, taking 
Jean Talon by a closer but 
still apparently comfortable 
margin. 
job as editor of the Montrea| 
daily Le Devoir to win the 
Liberal eader'ship last year, 
led from the start in Argen 
-teuii, a sprawling farming' 
and small-town district north 
-west of Montreal. He contin 
-ned to hold a margin of 
about 
two-to-one most of the night 
over his nearest competitor, 
Charles Roy, a dentist run 
-sing for the Parti 
Quebeeois. 
Meanwhile, Jean.Claude 
Rivest had run up a margin 
of nearly 4,000 votes by the 
time 120 of the riding's 159 
polls were counted in Jean 
Talon, a middle-class con- 
stituency in Quebec City 
which lakes in the grounds of 
the assembly building. His 
nearest rival was Louise 
neaudoin of the PQ. 
Returns had been slow and 
confused in Jean Talon early 
in the night, with the 
Liberals often running ahead 
of the offical figures to claim 
bigger leads than were being 
reported by the returning 
officer. 
Argenteuil had been 
..widely conceded to Rysn 
since the start of the cam- 
paign. But in Jean Talon, a '  
traditional Liberal bastion 
and the seat of former 
premier Jean Lesage in the 
1960s, the PQ pulled out all 
the campaign stops and had 
expressed hopes for victory. 
"We don't know what hap- 
pened," said Denis de 
Bellevel, the public serviee 
minister in the PQ govern- 
ment, who looked downcast 
at election headquarters. " 
Communications Minister 
Louis O'Neill said he also 
was at a loss to explain tl~ 
result, insisting the 
overriding issue in  Jean 
Talon should have been 
"good government," and the 
PQ had provided good 
government. 
A poll published a week he- 
fore election day showed Ms. 
Beaudoin, a former aide to 
Intergovernmentbl Affairs 
Minister Claude MorOn, with 
dismissing early reports that 
both parties were causing 
lineups at some polls by 
challenging voters. 
In ArgenteUil, the retur-  
sing office reported a steady 
turnout with no unusual 
incidents. 
immediately headed for a" 
final campaign spurt in Jean 
Talqn . to .  support Ms. 
Beaduoin, wholes, the riding 
by 2,800 votes in 1976 to 
Raymond Garheau, the man 
Ryan heat for the Liberal 
leadership a y~ar ago. 
The Union Nationale en- 
tered ~andidates in both 
races, running businessman 
Andre Robert in Argenteuil, 
and Gregoire BOron, the 
brothe~" of party leader 
Redrigne BOron, in Jean 
Talon. Both were considered 
distant hird ~hoiees. 
Also on the ballot were 
Gordon NeBbitt in Argenteuil 
]md Yves Beaudin in Jean 
Talon, running technically 
as independents but actually 
as representatives Of the 
Fre~om of Choice 
Movement, a mainly 
English-speaking press~e 
group opposing provincial 
legislation giving French 
~ riority in education and Usiness, 
Ryan appeared to be 
trying in the final days of the 
campaign to turn both 
byelections-inlo tests of his 
own leadership, accusing the 
PQ of . deceiving the  
population by playing down 
the goal of Quebec in-~ 
dependence infavor of local 
issues. 
Standing in the lie.seat 
national assembly before 
Monday's vole were: Parti 
Quebecois 70: Liberal 24; 
Union Natonale 10: In- 
dependent 2. 
Four seats, including 
Argenteuil and Jean Talon, 
were vacant . .The two 
remaining open are Prevest, 
formerly held by the late 
deputy-speaker of the 
assembly, Jean-Guy Car- 
dinal, and Beauce-Sud. 
where Fabian Roy resigned 
to lead the federal Social 
Credit party. 
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 TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(636-3600) 
Paroel Piokup i Delivery 
o I I ! ! ~ I l i i l l  i I i l  I l l  i n  i i l l  ! 1  
Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs - -  Reclinsrs - -  End Tables - -  
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTE R BE~DROOM CREASERS OR CHESTS 
F RIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
# i I I ! D a M S e l  I i I H H H H I B H  
District of Terrace Only 
The Minister of Veterans Affairs 
Daniel J. MacDonald 
announces 
the opening of a new 
DISTRICT OFFICE 
408-550 Victoria Street 
Royal Bank Building 
The new Prince George Office will be officially opened at 10 a.m. on 
Thursday, May 3. 
Veterans and the general public are cordially invited to a brief recep- 
Don Taylor (PC) 
Esquimalt.Saanlch (PC 
8,858)  - -  Bob Cameron 
(NDP), x-Don Munro (PC), 
Philip Nay, AI Paterson (L) 
Fraser Valley East (PC 
102) -- Ken Brownlee, Joe 
Erickson (L), liorry Fen- 
,nine (NDP), xAlex Pat- 
torsos (PC) 
Fraser Valley West (PC 
6,248) - -  Kirpal Bains 
(MarxLen), Cyril Barkved 
(NDP), Roland J. Bouwman 
(L), Vi Swans (Comm), x- 
Robert L. Wenman (PC) 
Kamloops.Shuswap (L 
!,421) -- Ron Anderson 
(NDP), Dee Cameron (PC), 
x-Len Marehand (L )  
Keetenay East.Revelstoke 
(PC TOO) -- Joe Conroy (L), 
Stun Graham (PC), SOd 
Parker (NDP) 
Ko0tenay West (PC S) - -  
xBch Brisca (PC), Peter M. 
Kendall (L), Lyle S. 
Kristiausen (NDP), Valerie 
Phare-Smith (Ltn) 
Mlsslon-Port Moody {PC 
L183)  - -  James Beynon 
(Comm), Jack Campbell 
(PC), Mark Rose (NDP), 
Tom Spraggs (L) 
Nansimo-Al ,bernl (NDP 
3,7637 - -  x.Hugh Anderson 
(L ) , 'Kat ie  Fraser (Marx- 
ten), Ted .Miller (NDP), 
Mark F, Mosher (Comm), 
Scott Van Alstine (PC) 
New Westminster- 
C0quitlam (NDP 16~) -- Rod 
Doran (Comm), Lea 
Garrison (L), Mai'g Gregory 
(PC), Joe Lehnert, Pauline 
Jewett (NDP) 
North Vaneouver.Burnaby 
(L 1,103) -- Chuck Cook 
(PC), Gordon Gibson (L), 
Rmsell Hicks (NDP), Eric 
Wangh (Comml 
Okenagan North (PC 
$,3~)  - -  Richard Bullock 
(L), John O. Powell (NDP), 
x-Georae Whittaker (PC) 
Okansgan.Simllkameen 
' (PC =,4~)  - -  A lexander  V. 
Barker, Fred King (PC), 
The province was "sliding - 
into separatism," he told one • .i" 
rally, and it was time to cab .;'. " Pdnce George, B.C .  V2L  2K1 
a halt. , ' :.'::;:~ " 
Although e.spent most of. : ;~'~ Telephone: 664-9688 
his time going door-to.door 
in Argenteull, countering the., _~,::... 
PQ tattle of,brandinghhn a ','~ ;~...~ to  provide services for the convenience of veterans and 
"outsider" who did not live " ~L~''' the i r  dependents in the Northern portion of the 
in the riding, Ryan also ,~. '~ ,  ~ Province of British Columbia 
found time for a couple ot/.!,~]~i.~: and the Yukon Territory. 
swings through Jean Talon...,~i~' .. 
The PQ countered by ~ i  The new Prince George District Office will serve those veterans and 
delegating Robert Burns, ,~:' 
re~orma m'inister n "~on par "lia'~m-en-~t~'~r~" e m mecm,n ';~v.: dependents who live in the following postal code areas: 
strategists for the promised Includes rural posial code areas: 
independence referendum, VOC, VOJ, VOL, VOT, VOV, VOW, V0K (Northern section), YOA, YOB. 
to run the .campaign . in  
Argenteu i l ,  • F inance  urban postalcodeareas: 
Minister Jacques Parlzeau; , , 
one of ~ the government's V1G~ V1J, V2G; V2J, V2K, V2L, V2M, V2N, VSC, V8G, VSJ, Y1A. 
most popular ministers, was 
also visible in Argon,cull, 
pushing PQ candidate Roy 
as a local man Who knew the 
ares. 
Peter Gook (SC), Lorne (PC 11,3,3) ~ Glen Gordon minute rush of candidates a slight l~d  overRivesk ~,?ari~eau, i~t~H~u~lWionl~al tion afterwards at Roval Canadian Leclon Branch No. 43. 1335- 7th 
Greenaway -(PC), Harry MaRne (L), x-Tom SOdden waslnevidence, an~aunesc w,~. . .~ . . . . .  .~, .:=. =.. .;:=..?,_ ~.~-..;..~=./-; . ^ . . . . . .  n. : . -^,- . .^.. . '^-, , ,~.o,~.--  " 
Olaussen (NDP) ~=p~ ~.o .  t~ .~,,~t~, 300 names which had not ~acxroomsasanassmzsnzm sm~, sayzn8 m.~..x,zu,~..~ ' ~vv.u~,r,.,~=u.~=a~.u.ou,~,,,,. 
• • former' premier Robert leader was revw n . ,~  _ . . . . . . . . .  
S15)  ~ A l  'hazer te  (x- '~),  x -  (Comm),  Merc ia"  S t iekney  were /a ( lueo  to  the  l i s t ,  J~t, tu-o~=a . . . .  =~=~., v .~ ~. . . . .~ .  ~ .  ,~  , . . . . . .  
Jack Pearsall (L), Sy (NDP) William Kashian, leader of Nearly 50 per cent of stitutioeal reform by. pro. 
Pedersen (Comm)," Ray ySkeena (L2.306)-- x-lena the Communist Party in respondents t°ld P°llsters p°si~ g a ''third ' °ption'' l e  
Skelly (NDP) campagnolo (L), Franz Canada, made good his they were undecided, and between the status quo and Veterans Affalres des 
Cowlehan.Malahat-The Colet (Ind), Red Cousins prediction that about 70 organizers for both major, the eeverelgnty-naselatiou ' Affairs anclens combat,ants 
Islands (PC 4,710) - -  Dav id  (PC) ,  Jim Fulton (NDP), candidates would run under parties noted on the weekend favored by the PQ.  
Anderson (L), Ernie Knott Anthony Tony Organ (Ind) his banner. But the showing a lot would depend on which Premier' Rene Levesqne, Daniel J. MacDonald 
(Comm), Jim Manly (NDP), Surrey-White Reck.North was eclipsed by the rival machine did the best job of meanwhile, r turned from a Minister Ministre 
getting its faith/ul to the 
polls. . 
Returning officer Marc 
Caron reported a "massive 
vote" Monday in Jean Talon, 
with few problems at polling 
stations despite complaints 
by the Liberals during the 
campaign that seine" 
students at Laval University 
- -  traditional PQ supporters 
had registered illegally in 
a riding where they could not 
claim permanent residence. 
"A lot of things are said 
during acampaign, but there 
hasn't been anything out of 
the ordinary during the 
vote," said Caron, 
Marxist-Leninists whose 
party line follows Peking 
rather than Mdscow. The 
Marxist-Leninists had 139 
candidates in the running. 
Outside of Quebec the 
Soereds fielded only a 
handful of candidates, with 
their top showing only nine in 
Alberta, where the party was 
hem in the Depression ofthe 
1930s. In British Columbia, 
where a Social 'Credit 
government is running for 
reelection May 10 in all 
provincial rid!age, only two 
See,ads filed for the federal 
contest. 
IT'S ALL HERE 
gourmet ain!ng 
• entertainment, 
dancing 
o, 
entertainment, 
dancing, 
Tuesdays ... amateur nite 
Thursdays ... dance contest 
Prizes ...-~o~. nit-~ 
two-week honeymoon in 
France on the weekend and 
m=mm=m~mm=~m 
Delta (PC 8,673) - -  Fred 
BOunce (Comm), x-Benno 
Friesen (PC), Bob Jaeobs 
(L), Carol Langford (NDP) 
Vancouver Centre (L 
1,917) - -  Pat Carney •(PC), 
Greg Corcoran (Marx-Lon), 
John Elliot (Ind), Ron 
Johnson (NDP), Bert Ogden 
(Comm), Art Phillips (L) 
Vancouver East (L 38) --  
Carlo Dallavalle (SC), x- 
Arthur John (Art) Lee (L), 
Cecil H. Leng (PC), 
Margaret Anne Mitchell 
(NDP), Brian K. Sproule 
(Marx-Lea), J. Fred Wilson 
(Comm) 
Vancouver Kingsway (L 
1,444) -- Tarlochen S. Rains 
(Marx-Lea), Cal Davis 
(PC), xSimma Holt (L), 
Jack Phillips (Comm), Inn 
Wsddell (NDP) 
Vancouver ¢lusdra (PC 
3,680) - -  Alan Bush (NDP) ,  
x.Bill Clarke (PC) ,  Dav id  
Fuller (Marx-Len), Fred 
Gilhertson, Paul Manning 
(L ) ,  Campbell Osborne 
(Ltn) 
• Vancouver 8outh (PC 
8,928) --  AmarJit Dhiilou 
(Marx-Lea), x-John A. 
Fraser (PC), Judy MeManus 
(NDP) , .  Tony  Woth (L )  
Victoria (PC. 12,402) - -  
Gretchen Brewin (NDP), x- 
Allan MeKirmon 
(PC),Robert Monaghan (L) 
NORTHWEST 
TERRITORIES  
3 Members  
yNunotslaq (PC 4607 - -  
Tsgak Curley (L), Peter 
Ittinnar (NDP), Abe Okpik 
(PC) 
yWestern Arctic (NDP 
681) - -  Georges Erasmus 
(NDP), Edward MeRae 
(Ind), Dsve.Nickerson tPC), 
David Searle (L) 
YUKON TERRITORY 
! Member 
yYukon (PC 1,114) -- Joe 
Jack (NDP), AI Leuek (L), 
xErik Nielsen (PC) 
conventions, 
meetings, 
weddings 
WE WELOOME VOU 
T0 THE BEST ,,, 638-6141 
_ln . 
Provincial 
• APRIL  29. WINNING NUMBERS 
Here"are the numbers drawn in 
the April 29th draw, of the 
Provihcial Lotte~/, Check the 
numbers below- You may be a 
wlnf l~r .  To  claim your pdze, follow 
theinstructions on the reverse of 
your ticket, 
If you're not a winne~ in Ibis draw, 
• ~ YOUR TICKEr 
Keep your April/May draw ticket, 
it's also eligible for the May 27th 
draw, 
$1 MILLION 
WINNING NUMBERS 
6111146 
6098377 
6213037 
6676826 
7331880 
If the last six. five, four or three digits on your ticket are identical to and in the same 
order as those winning numbers above, your ticket is eligible to win the corresponding 
prize. ' [ last 6 digits win $10,000 
last 5 digits win $1,000 
last 4 digits win $t00 
last 3 di~lits win $25 
NOTE: Al l  cash l~IZeS - instant o~ Subsidiary - u[o ro and  mclu~,ng ~1000 may be cashed at  
any branch of the Canoc l ian  Imperial  Bank of Commerce  only rn Br*t~h Co lumb~.  Alberta.  
So~atchewan.  Man i toba  and  the Yuko~ 
TICKETS FOR: Or,! SALE NOWI 
,ever ,'j *-¢-j re ,,0.4 w~e N~,f~ - $ J:'E • ;'°. ZE - i¢.u N,r, ON| THO~UNn OOLILAn I /~f~ 
i , /lilt*lit" II) q .*J'.l.~.../'Jl$ 
Western Canada Lotte~, Foundation 
i 
1~8e I~ The llerakl, Tuesday, May I, 1979 
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VERONICA LOWRIE 
Tells Rotary why 
she wants to go 
Veronica Lowrle, a Grade !1 student from 
Calendonia Hr. Secondary, will be traveling to 
Oltewa to see the nation's parliament buildings 
from May 13 to May 17. 
She Is the winner of the Rotary Club speaking 
contest held recently in Terrace. The following Is 
the speech she gave to Rotary: 
by Veronica Lowrle 
Why would I like to go to Ottawa? 
I wish first to extend my thanks to members of 
~he Rotary Club for providing this opportunity 
for students to compete for funding for a visit to 
Ottawa. The generosity of the club is well.known, 
especially In Its support of educational prolects; 
and the successful competitor will be sure to 
derive great educational benefits from this 
award. 
Naturally, the educational value of the visit Is 
the one that Is perhaps most obvious and most 
appealing for a person of my age. I have never 
seen Ottawa and to see the government hrough 
actual experience would be far more beneficial 
than learning It through television, text books 
and from what teachers have told me. None of 
these are an adequate substitute for first hand 
knowledoe. 
The visitor to Ottawa is bound to be struck by 
all that It stands for and all that i t  Is: a 
monument of Canada's history and traditions, a 
symbol of Its polltlcol freedom, the center of law 
and government, and the heart of, one hopes, a 
strong confederation of provinces. 
I am eager not only to I~e a witness of all this, 
but wish very much to learn and understand 
more of my country's history and political 
systems by seeing and meeting some of the 
people directly Involved. By asking them 
questions about current events In Canada and 
about our country's future would remove any 
misapprehensions and prejudices I may have. 
I am sincerely proud to be e Canedlan and 
hope I always will be. I am concerned for the 
malntsnanco of the freedom for which we are 
famous throughout the world, and for the 
politics0 institutions which have been developed 
to preserve that freedom. It is In Ottawa, more 
than in any other Canadian city, that one may 
experlenco and so learn more of these things. 
However, I am not only proud of Canada, I am 
also proud of B.C., and Terrace, and would 
consider It an honour to represenfthls area in the 
federal capital. I would be glad to Inform others 
Of the wonderful features of B.C .... I am thinking 
here not only of the beautiful scenery of this 
province but also of the varied, Interesting and 
friendly people who are Its resldents..-end tell 
them of Its thriving cultural activities and 
business community, some of which no doubt has 
sponsored this upcoming visit to Ottawa. 
It would be very Interesting to have the chance 
to meet students from other provinces and ex- 
change views and Information with them. I enioy 
meeting people and like working with them as I 
am doing this year as vice president of the 
students' council, a position I am thoroughly 
onloying and have not regretted a minute. 
The experience of visiting Ottawa, if I am the 
successful competitor today, will, I am con- 
fldont, help considerably with the career I am 
hoping to pursue. After graduation I am planning 
to go to University and take up first Business 
Administration and then malor In Law. I feel 
that a visit to Ottawa would not only be a 
valuable foundation for such a course of studies, 
but would also give me confidence in pursuing 
this career. 
In conclusion, I would like to ensure you that If 
J am chosen, I will try to the best of my 
capeblllty to participate competently In debates 
and consider It an honour to represent our area. 
Guarantee propost t 
for Canadian arts 
OTTAWA (CP) -  A 
legislated b!ll of rights to 
guarantee the in- 
dependence of federal 
cultural agencies i being 
proposed by John 
Roberts, secretary of 
state, in a broadcast 
election discussion ofarts 
policies. 
Roberts and the 
cultural affairs 
spokesmen for the Pro- 
gressive Conservative 
and New Democratic 
parties --  David Mac- 
Donald and Cyril Symes 
-- recorded the discussion 
for the CBC radio 
program, Stereo Mor- 
ning, for broadcast today. 
The government has 
been criticized by 
political opponents and 
some leaders of arts 
crganizatic~m for moving 
towards centralizatlou .in
the secretary ot state 
department instead of 
giving more authority to 
cultural agencies such as 
Canada Council, the CBC, 
the National Film Board 
and the Canadian Film 
Development Corp. 
Roberts, seeking re- 
election in the Toronto 
riding of St. Paul's, said 
much of the flourishing of 
arts and entertainment 
activity in the last 20 
years has been prompted 
by Canada Council and 
other government 
agencies, and it is 
becoming apparent hat 
more government depart- 
ments are becoming 
involved with cultural 
activities. 
"We are concerned 
here with a mixture of 
creative and commercial 
objectives, arid the de- 
partment ofthe secretary 
of state is going to he 
more important as a 
clearing house for in- 
formation and for per- 
suading the other 
government departments 
to adopt policies favor- 
able to the support of the 
arts," Roberts aid. 
"That doesn't mean 
that the role of the 
cultural agencies will be 
diminished or changed in 
comparison to what they 
have done in the past. 
"In fact, I am anxious 
in some legislative way to 
... provide akind of bill of 
rights which guarantees 
the independence of 
decision-making in the 
agencies. 
Roberts was in- 
terviewed in the Toronto 
CBC studios by program 
• host Terry Campbell, 
while MacDonald and 
Symes spoke from CBC 
studios in their home 
areas, Charlottetown and 
Sault Ste. ~tarie, Ont. 
MacDonald, the Con- 
servative candidate 
seeking re.election in 
Prince Edward Island's 
Egmont riding, advocates 
setting up a new cultural 
industries development 
organization and giving 
more responsibility o the 
provinces. 
Symes, whose New 
Democratic party has 
been concentrating on the 
need for more Canadian 
film and publishing 
outlets, said the country 
has been lesiag hundreds 
of millions of dollars 
annually in profits to 
foreign owners of 
publishing and film 
distribution chains. 
He said the east-west 
flow of artistic and 
cultural activity is 
breaking down becaune of 
the pull of American 
ownership. 
Syme% . seeking re- 
election in Saul t  Ste .  
Marie riding, said federal 
funding for the arts 
should flow steadily and 
not be turned on and off 
like a tap. 
Newspaper told it 
can not intervene 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) 
-- The Bellingham Herald 
has no legal right to 
become a party in the 
Kenneth Btanchi murder 
trial, the ~Washington 
Supreme Court held 
unanimously today. 
The high court agreed 
with the defence and 
prosecution in the case 
that the newspaper 
should not be allowed to 
intervene in the case. 
Whatcom County 
Superior Court had held 
that the Herald could 
intervene on a limited 
basis to insist on freedom 
of the press. 
The supreme court said 
the newspaper is within 
its rights to press \ for 
First Amendment 
guarantees, but *.hat 
"intervention i a pen- 
ding criminal proceeding 
is not a proper means of 
securing such a forum." 
Bianchi is charged with 
the murders of Karen 
Mandic, 22, and Diane 
Wilder, 27, both students 
at Western Washington 
University in Bellingham. 
Authorities In Los 
Angeles also nay they will 
charge him with the so- 
called Hillside Strangler 
murders. 
After Blanch] was 
charged in Bellingham 
sarlier this year, both the 
prosecution and defence 
moved to have scaled the 
records howing the basis 
of the charges. The 
Herald then moved, 
suci:essfully, to intervene 
for the limited purpose of 
contesting that order. 
• "In deciding to allow 
the Herald to intervene 
for limited purposes, the 
superior court appears to 
have been primarily 
motivated by a desire to 
provide a forum for the 
Herald to assert its First 
Amendment rights," 
wrote Chief Justice 
Robert Utter. 
"We agree that the 
press has important and 
valid reasons for seeking 
access to records In 
criminal proceedings, 
"It is generally through 
the news media that the 
citizenry is kept informed 
as to the conduct of. the 
judicial system, including 
the administration of 
criminal justice." 
• Freedom of the press 
must he weighed agaimt 
the right of a defendant to
a fair trial-- 10ut that isn't 
the issue in this case, 
court said. The issue is 
how the Herald could 
I I ' I 
properly assert lis dghts, 
Intervention is not the 
proper way since "there 
is no rule, statute or 
precedent in this state 
that would allo~ ~/ 
party to intervene In a 
criminal proceeding," 
Utter wrote. 
"The only purpose of a. 
criminal trial is the legal' 
determination of the 
defendant's guilt or .in- 
noeence. The Herald has 
no direct interest in this 
determination to justify 
its intervention and the 
disruption of the pending 
criminal proceedings 
inherent in the in. 
tervention process." 
The newspaper must 
take separate l gal action 
to assert its rights, the 
court said. 
The court suggested the 
paper could seek such 
other actions as seeking a
ruling in another court on 
the legaflty of the 
Whatcom County ruling 
sealing the records, or 
appealing the lower court 
ruling. The justices 
praised all parties to the 
suit and the Herald for "a 
sincere commitment" o
bench.harpresa 
guidelines, "especially in 
view of the great potential 
for sensationalism." 
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MANITOBA FLOOD 
.... This wave is of relief 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- A levels when communities branch, said ihere is little "There's about six of us would want anybody here for 
owerthan-expected flood along the valley were danger of a second crest on here. We're just getting o f f  quite a few days." 
~rest has arrived on 
~Ianitoba's doorstep and 
~ent a wave of optimism 
lowing through beleaguered 
led Rivgr communities. 
"This is a happy day for 
~eople in the Red R'iver val- 
ey," Premier Sterling Lyon 
leclared Monday while 
'eporting that Emerson, 
vhere the Red  enters 
~Iaultoba from the United 
;tates, received peak fows 
;unday about hree.tenths of 
metre below earlier pre- 
[lotions. 
"It is excellent news and 
:e are all delighted with it," 
flooded. But that was before 
the ring dikes and the Red 
River floodway around 
Winnipeg. designed to 
protect he city from flows 
far in excess of 1950. 
While most of the commu- 
nities are expected to remain 
dry, thousands of acres of 
lowlying farmland have been 
flooded. 
Boris Hryhorezuk. deputy 
minister of government 
services, satdMonday up-to. 
date figures show 5,165 
reside.nts of flood-threatened 
communities had evacuated 
their homes, plus some 2,000 
the river, at least "not on the duty. We're going to have a 
basis of predicted rain/all," couple and go home for a 
Weber said people who sleep." 
have evacuated their homes Ivan Mault, an emergency 
won't be allowed to return at measures co-ordinator in 
least until there is good road Emerson, said in a telephone 
access. He said that may not interview dike conditions are 
happen for between I0 and 12 
days after communities 
receive the flood crest. 
In Emerson, the mood was 
one of relief. 
"Everybody is all smiles 
today." said an Emerson 
resident, relaxing in a local 
hotel after a shift on the dike. 
"first rate, no problem 
whatsoever." 
But Mault said it will be 
some time before residents 
can return to their homes. 
• 'There's no way people 
can come back until we get 
the utilities functioning 
again, There's no way we 
Erhard SchulIz, a 
volunteer fireman, said 
diking activity has subsided, 
"Everything is at a 
standstill. We're sitting still 
and holding our breath, They 
don't have to fill sandbags 
any more. They're pretty 
happy." 
Most attention ow will be 
directed towards the 
weather. The area forecast 
was for cloudy skies over- 
night and some showers 
today, but only a heavy, 
sustained rainfall could 
dampen spirits in the valley. 
,yon said, "We're not out of from rural areas. Most hoping for a the woods yet, but the Hundreds of volunteers, 
Flood waters rising, timistic."situati°n' cerlalniYThering dike at EmersoniS op-MeasuresPers°nnelaided by C nadian ForceSandorganizatiorEmergency break :in the 
has a comfortable dge on officiais, have stayed behind weath In the Ontario towns crest, which will to maintain dikes, co-or- gradually move north past dinate rescue missions if er  
other diked communities necessary and provide FREDERICTON tCP) -- Meast~es Organization, said middle of a large lake. . over the next week, arriving security. 
at the floodway inlet at Hryhorczak said that while Flood watchers along the Monday. In Fredericton, where 
bridge at Crystal Falls. NDP leader Michael 
OPP have told tourists to Cassidy called for a special 
stay out of the town but the Northern Ontario disaster 
flooding has attracted fund because he said it. is 
impossible for small nor. 
thern ,communities to raise 
the money needed for ade- 
quate provincial assistance. 
Rene Brunelle, Ontario 
secretary for resources 
development, said the 
suggestions would be taken 
up at Wednesday's cabinet 
meeting. 
FIELD, OXNT. (CP) --  
'F lood waters still were 
rising Monday in this town 
about 40 kiiometres nor- 
thwest of North Bay and the hundreds of persons, some of 
township clerk estimated whom brought cameras to 
damage worth millions of photograph the damage, 
dollars had been done. Sol'So also brought boats and 
Roger Lafond said water police said charges will he 
from the SturgeonRiverwas laid if the beats are not 
: rising by about four con- removed. 
! timetrss an hour and part of Food and other supplies 
! the town was under about were brought into the town 
, five metres of water, by boat~ and a mobile 
t About 300 of the 500 telephone exchange was 
I residents have left their being put into operation 
homes, he said. Most are Monday .to try to resume 
living with relatives in the service, cut off Saturday. 
area. OPP said melting snow in 
James Auld, Ontario the bush near the town will 
minister of natural add to the flooding. 
resources and energy, In Timmisa, cold weather 
• toured the town aod declared has slowed the snow melt, 
• it a disaster area. lowering the level of Por- 
In Iron Bridge, provincial cuplne Lake and allowing the 
police said water from the reopening of four roads, 
Mississagi River had fallen closed since Thursday. 
by about 15 cm. At least 15 
families were forced to leave Spokesmen for the natural 
the town, about 100 km east resources ministry said a lot 
of Sault Ste, Marie. of snow remains near the 
And flood waters have sur- city and more flooding is 
rounded the village of feared. 
Crystal Falls, isolating the The ministry has issued a 
200 residents, flood warning for the Ottawa 
Lafond said a dam at River, saying the highest 
Crystal Falls has not been point of the river will he in  
damaged, /as had been tha area  'of Ottawa and 
: re,~rted and will remain Arnprior. The level of the 
sh~[ ' • river was- droppifig near 
.... ""  .... "oi~P~l~P,~ .'h'~ii):9~ !: ~Pembr61~'~/~ :-~/.. =-: .. ",~- .~.~, 
i In Elk Lake, about 80 kilo ogs had broken free from a 
boom .at a lumber yard in metres southwest o f  
Winnipeg on the weekend, there is co.nfdence in the 
"The water resouces dikes, a contingency 
peoplehaveTeealculatod the evacuation plan has' been 
peak stages for downstream worked out for those 
points and now indicate they remaining in the towns. 
will be lower by about a half- He said if total evacuation 
foot to a foot," said Lyon. ' became necessary, it 
"At no time-- contrary to wouldn't happen suddenly. 
some reports from the East There would be at" least four 
in particular --  was the city to- five hours' warning and 
of Winnipeg in any danger evacuation could be handled 
whatsover." by read or boat, 
Lyon said the levels still Tom Weber, a senior of. 
will he in excess of 19$ ficial of the water resources 
Terrace 
JAYCEES 
bulging St. John River are 
keeping their fingers crossed 
in the hope forecasts for 
lower water levels and 
improved weather hold true 
and the-worst of their 
troubles are over. 
"The river is stable now at 
'approximately 26 feet. (7,S 
metres above sea level) and 
the information we have is 
that it will start to decline," 
J.A. Murray, deputy director 
of the provincislEmergency 
I[ 
I :  .... 
However, the river is ex- 
pected to rise another foot in 
farming communi t ies  
southeast of here before 
beginning to decline there. 
Several thousand acres of 
rich farmland arc under 
water at spots up to 1.5 
metres deep and the Trans 
Canada Highway is closed in 
sections. Homes and barns'in 
the area, viewed from a 
helicopter Monday, looked 
like small islands in the 
Mayor Elbridge Wilkins 
declared a state of 
emergency early Monday 
morning, the most serious 
damage was confined to a 
few dozen homes in low.lying 
areas near the river. 
An estimated tO0 lamtlies 
were evacuated, some of 
them to residences at the 
University of NeW Brun- 
swiek where they were given 
rooms and food by the 
provincial government. 
7 th 
ANNUAL 
A , 
/R 
iS 
/ l 
Field and bad run into a Kirkland Lake' water fr°m May 4,$5 the Honircal and Makobe 
fell Monday. § Na y A bridge had be~n washed V out and some businesses in 
• the town were flooded. 
The 40 residents of Search- 
man monthaveretureedtoclean urda y & Sunday 
o.d  d--from.   Friday," t homes, about 40 kilometres die northeast of Sault Ste. ~ S Marie, 
Meanwhile, Ontario ., 
Liberal leader Smart Smith 
NANAIMO, B.C, (CP) -- 
Vice-Admiral Edmond Rollo 
Mainguy, a former Royal 
Canadian Navy chief of staff, 
died in this Vancouver Island 
city Sunday. He was 77. 
Mainguy was awarded the 
Order of the British Empire 
lOBE) during the Second 
World War for gallantry'and 
distinguished service as 
senior officer of convoy 
escort groups. He also 
earned two mentions in 
dispatches. 
~, He was appointed chief of 
naval personnel in 
r" November, 1942, and a 
member of the Naval Beard. 
said • Monday in the 
legislature that communities 
h i t  by flooding should 
receive more money than set 
aside in the province's 
'disaster relief und. The fund 
matches dollar-for-dollar all 
money raised by affected 
communities. 
Smith said the government 
should contribute three 
times that much. 
Liberal MPP Mike Boisn 
of Nipissing suggested the 
government  cons ider  
moving the townsite of Field, 
as it promised after the town 
was hit by a severe flood in 
1960. 
' Mus ic  Fest ival  
f inal resu l ts  
ADJUDICATORS' AWARDS 
Terrace Rotary Club Awards (S50.00): A 
promising Junior speech student Grades 1.7. 
Brenda Lyshaug-Terrace 
B.C. Telephone Scholarship ($100.00): A 
promising Senior Speech Student.Grade 0.0pen. 
Pamela Shaw-Terrace 
Twin River Scholarship (S7S.00): A promislng 
Junior vocal student. Grades 1.7 Doris Bahr. 
Terrace 
Order of the Moose Scholarship ($100.00): A 
promising senior.vocal student-Grades 8.open. 
Kathy Patershuk-Terrace 
Ellen Bastln Memorial Award ($50.00): A 
promising Junior piano student. Grades 1-6 
David Hick.Prince Rupert 
Stuart McCallum Scholarship (S75.00): A 
promising senior piano student Grade 7.open 
Penny Der-Prince Rupert 
Emerson Medical Clinic Scholarship ($75.00): 
A promising Junior Instrumentalist Grades 1.7. 
Julia Everton.Terrace 
Terrace Rotary Club Scholarship (Sl00.00): A 
promising senior Instrumentalist Grade 8.open. 
Margaret McDanleI.Terrace 
Northern Drugs Scholarship ($100.00): A 
promising group of instrumentalists Ken 
Brewer, Roger Cook, Tony Appels.Terrace 
EXHIBITORS OFTHE 1979 TRADES FAIR 
Crowders Communications 
Chamber of Commerce 
District of Terrace 
McEwan Motors 
Terrace Interiors 
Pop Shop - Kitimat 
Rod & Gun Club 
Outdoor Education 
Williams Moving & S.torage 
Northern Craft 
Marathon Marines 
Continental Explosives 
Northwest Pipe & Equipment 
Terrace Electrolux 
Skeena Auto Metal 
2nd Look/Final Touch 
Something Special 
Francine's Jewellry 
Charlie Belanger Plumbing 
Do-lt-Yourself Wiring 
Progressive Conservative 
Terrace Chrysler 
S&S Cookware B.C. Union 
Avon Filter Queen 
Lions Club R.C.M.P. 
Artex Totem Ford 
Ski Club B.C. Hydro 
Alcan FDB Bank 
R.K. Wilkinson Liberals 
Terreena Social Credit 
NDP Skeena Office 
CFTK Products 
HOURS OPEN: 
Friday, May 4 - 5 P,M,-IO P,M, 
Saturday, May 5 - 10 A,M,-9P, M, 
Sunday, May 6 - 10 A,M,-6 P,M, 
Official Ribbon Cutting Ceremony 
at 8 p.m. Friday, May 4 
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C, ) l nmon . front 
now essent ia l  
, pens ions  
TORONTO (CP) - -  The provincial governments to 
private pension industry was resolve their :differences. 
urged Monday to"put cause J.M. Crozier, superin= 
ahead of profit" and work tendent of pensions for the 
with the federal and Saskatchewan government, 
said the industry .hi uld sot resolving Ihe liil~lision issue crozier told about 425 dele- letter from an elderly person 
up :a eommitteV, to help' hwtht, good 0f the country as . gates to the two-day meeting obliged to cat dog food in 
governments find a .slut on a whole,'~ . that governments do not order to make ends meet ' • 
, to the pension problem, - : Noting that l~nsioris are !a •want to take over the private that has more political impct 
• "This government liaison .pTovincisl matter. Crozier pension plan industry but than the private pensl0n pian 
committee' must be given said -. the •British North may be forced to do so, industry expounding on whet 
complete autonomy and a .America.Act pro,4ides.thet a ' . Governments do not want a tremendous ;lob it is doing 
free hand and .its recom-. prorinelid-power can be . to ' 'assume eomplel~e i, meeting its responsi- 
mendatious suppol, ted by the taken over • by'the; federal responsibility for the aged bilities;" ' 
industry' without r~ser- government .it' the issue becanse it may impose an - Dudley Funnell, president 
cation," Crozier told the warrants action for the unacceptable tax load on of the consulting actuarial 
Canadian Pension Con- commongoodofthec0untry, future generations, he said. firm of TA Associates. said' 
terence anl~ual meeting, ' . "I'm suggesting the Com- It could also have an adverse governments should not get 
• 'A common front is millime attempt first ofall to . effect on the economic health involved in individual details 
essential and it must be getprovincialapprov~il for of the country, t. of a pension plan but leave 
based solely one deepdesirp permission to ' negotiate "However. when ' an those issues to the 
to assist, governments in prim,rill; with the Ted.,'" elected official receives one' bargaining pr, oeess 
i 
~ i ' . i / ' f ¢ c t i v e  "till Saturday. May 5, 1979 
• Issues governments should 
get involved in are providing 
protection against poverty, 
reducing inflation, keeping 
pensions in the public sector 
in line with those in the 
private sector and moving 
toward uniformity of pension 
regulations across Canada, 
Funnellsaid. " 
"Those considerations far 
outweigh' the importance of 
tinkering with the items that 
are usually talked about -- 
namely, levels of coverage, 
indexing, portability, sur- 
vivor benefits, funding and 
tl, ri'~eri't' ire right Io lilnit Qudntitit,•~ J ~<.~ 
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COVER QUICK 
Mlxtui:e'of K mart grass 
seed for your garden- 
Ing needs. 2.2LBa. I g marl Regular List Pdco 2.94 K mart Special Price 
, GLADIOLI BULBS 
40 IN A BAG 
Get ready for the piantlng sea- 
son with bag of 40 bulbs. (Im-,' 
ii' ported from Holland) 
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mandatory ret i rement 
ages." 
Clifford Evans, Canadian. 
director of the Retail Clerks 
In ternat iona l  Union,  
cautioned against oo much 
government intervention 
and" said any committee 
negotiating with govern- 
ments' should be broadly 
based and include union~. 
Governments hould not 
be over.restrictive but 
should ensure a minimum 
level of benefits which are 
adequately financed, he 
said. 
APPROX. 8'x7' STEEL 
STORAGE SHED 
if your garage is cluttered with gardening 
tools, hoses, bikes and lawn mowers, this is an 
ideal purchase. Steel shed is great for storage 
and now it's selling for a super low price. Put it 
!ogeth.er yourse l f -  it's easy. Instructions 
mcmaed. White colour with Woodgraln 
finish panels and tr im.  
'll:~: ~7::~ K mart ~1.  
Sale Price \ ,  
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Each i -. ~ .,I 
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SPEECH ARTS AWARDS 
Terrace International Truck & Equipment C0. 
Ltd. (Trophy): Highest marks in spoken poetry- 
lyric.Grades K-3. Jennifer Dow.Terrace 
Terrace Rotary Club Trophy: Highest marks 
in spoken poetry-Dramatic K.3. Pamela Kerr. 
Terrace 
C,P. Air Trophy: Highest marks In spoken 
poetry.Grades 4-7-Lyric. Bruce Hallsor & Jodi 
Albrecht-Terrace. 
Joanne Ames Award: H!ghest marks In spoken 
poetry-Dramatic Grades 4-7. Brenda Lyshaug- 
Terrace 
Terrace Liffie Theatre Trophy: Highest marks 
in spoken poetry.Grade 8.open. Pamela Shaw. 
Terrace. 
Mike Strymecki Memorial Trophy: .Highest 
marks In choral speaking.Grade K.3. Thornhill 
Primary.Terrace. 
Royal Bank Trophy: Highest marks in choral 
speaking-Grades 4.7 Veritas School.Terrace. 
Terrace /~inisterial Association Award: 
Highest marks in Bible reading. Pamela Shaw- 
Terrace. 
Shaw Award (Books): Highest Marks In 
Shakespeare. Pamela Shaw.Terrace 
Dunster Trophy: Highest marks in story 
telling. Bruce Hallsor.Terrace 
Omenica Building Supplies Award ($20.00): 
Highest marks in original poetry compositions. 
Timothy Fleming. Terrace 
Lyshaug Trophy: Highest marks In Mime. 
Denise Kenny.Terrace 
Eurocan Pulp and Paper Award: ($30.00). 
Highest marks in Sight reading. Ingrid .Metz- 
meier-Terrace 
Special Adludicators Award for 1979 for 
recognition in Sight reading. Brenda Lyshaug. 
Terrace. 
* :  ' I t 'S  ' "  
. . . .  • [ 1 [ .... Dave's Plumbing Trophy: Highest marks in est lVa l  re811 : . gul,ar:~ Joleen Goodwin.Terrace Beta SigmaPhi (B~ta Nu) award ($30,00): 
: Highest marks In Instrumental duets. Rachael 
Highest marks In brass solo-Intermediate, Reay, Margaret McDanleI.Terrace 
Senior and open. Brant Vanderlnde.Prince Skoglund Equipment Ltd Award ($50.00): 
Ruper t '  Highest marks in Instrumental trios. Ken 
VOCAL AWARDS 
Ormes Drugs Award ($25.00): Highest marks 
vocal solo-12 and under. Mary Joy Willlamson, 
Doris Bahr, David Hislop.Terrace 
Totem TV Trophy: Highest marks in Vocal 
Solo.16 and under. Cheryl Dyck.Terrace 
West Kalum Logging Co. Award ($25.00): 
Highest marks in vocal solo.20 and under. Danny 
Willlamson.Terrace 
* Kiflmat Concert Association Trophy: Highest 
Marks vocal solo.open Kathy Patershuk-Terrace 
Rotary Club Trophy: Highest marks 
Elementary School Choir-Grades K-3 Kiti. 
K'Shan Primary.Terrace 
Brian Mitchell Memorial Trophy: Highest 
marks Elementary School Choir. Grades 4.7. 
Thornhill Elementary.Terrace 
Terrace Community Choir Trophy: Highest 
marks Junior Choirs; Booth'Memorlal Jr: Sec/.: 
School.Prince Rupert ~'~ " : .... : ' .~ ~ 
Prince Rupert Rotary Award ($50.00): Highest 
marks Senior Choirs. Prince Rupert Rotary 
Community Choir-Prince Rupert 
Dr. DW Strangway Award ($50.00) : Highest 
marks Vocal Ensemble. Janic Forward, Sharon 
Pateson, Melody Horne-Prince Rupert 
PIANO AWARDS 
Marllyn Davies Callenge Trophy: Highest 
marks Junior Pianoforte. David Hislop.Terrace 
Dr. HN WIIIiston Trophy and Award: Highest 
marks Senior Pianoforte. Connie Rauschen. 
berger.Terrace 
Lehmann Jewellers Trophy: Highest marks 
Senior Conservatory.Carolyn Hagen-Terrace 
Royal Canadian Legion Trophy: Highest 
marks Junior Conservatory Grades 4.6. Craig 
Seutar-Terrace 
Janet Felber Trophy: Highest marks Junior 
Conservatory Grades 1.3. Dennis Leung.Prlnce 
Rupert 
Frank Froese and Son Award ($25.00): Highest 
marks In Junior Bach. Erika Cheng.Kitlmat 
Eugene H Thomas Trophy: Highest marks in 
Senior Bach. Penny Der-Prince Rupert 
Terrace Drugs Award ($25.00): Highest marks 
in Sonatinas.Toby Der-Prlnce Rupert 
Prince Rupert Rotary" Club Award (25.00 
Highest marks in Beethoven. Charles Nelson. 
Prince Rupert 
Dairyland Trophy: Highest marks in Mozart 
and Haydn. Brian Condle, Melissa Davies. 
Terrace 
Sight and Sound Trophy: Highest marks In 
German Romantics, Chopin & French Im- 
pressionists. David Hick-Prince Rupert 
Royal Canadian Legion (Ladles Auxiliary) 
Award ($50.00): Highest marks in Canadian 
Composers-Lynda Penny.Kltimat 
Edward Lincoln Award ($25.00): Highest 
marks in 20th century composers. Audrey 
Faher.Terrace 
Finning Tractor and Equipment Award 
($30.00): Highest marks in Piano Duets. Brenda 
Rodrlgo, Merle Gubbels-Kltimat 
R. Lowrle Trophy: Highest marks in older 
beginners. Trevor Paterson.Kltlmat 
Dr. CK Ling Trophy: Highest marks In Sight 
Reading. Audrey ,Faber.Terrace 
Joyce Knight Trophy: Hlghest marks In Quick 
Study. Audrey Faber.Terrace 
Lakelse Pharmacy Award ($25.00): Highest 
marks in Baroque Composers. Lana Mah.Prince 
Rupert 
Northwest Sportsman Trophy: Highest marks 
In Concert Group and Concerto. David Hick. 
Prince Rupert 
INSTRUMENTAL AWARDS 
Dr. JD Zucchlatti Award and Trophy ($25,00): 
Highest marks in Brass Solo-Beginners and 
Juniors. Penny Der.Prince Rupert 
Kelth Tucker Trophy and Award ($25,00): 
Eurocan Pulp end Paper A~ward ($25.00): 
H!ghest marks in woodwind solo.Beginners and 
Juniors. Julia Everton.Terrace 
Norpac Forest Products Award ($25.00): 
Highest marks woodwind solo.Intermediate. 
Teresa Eleuterio.Prlnce Rupert 
Norpac Forest Products Award ($25.00): 
Highest marks in woodwind solo Senior and 
open. Rachael Reey.Terrace 
McEIhanney Associates Trophy: Highest 
marks in string solo. Robble Mclntyre.Prince 
Brewer, Roger Cook, Tony Appels.Terrace 
B.C. Telephone Trophy: Highest marks in 
instrumental ensemble. Garry Schuss, Robert 
Przybylski, James Galrdner, Ed Tlmmermans- 
Kiflmat 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club Award ($25.00): 
Hi'ghest marks In Percussion Brent Harrison. 
Terrace 
Terrace K!nsmen Trophy: Highest marks in 
Jr. Stage Bank. Skeena Stage band-Terrace 
Alcah.Trophy: Highest marks in Intermediate 
band.levels 1 & 2. Booth Memorial Grade 8 •Band. 
¢ 
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Prince Rupert 
Skeena Casslar Teachers Association Trophy: 
Highest marks In Intermediate Band.level 3. 
Booth Memorial Concert band.Prince Rupert 
Northern Sentinel Trophy: Highest marks In 
Senior Band. Mount El!zabeth Senior Band 
Kltlmat 
REM Lee Award ($I00.00): Hlghest marks In 
Sr. Stage Band. Caledonia Stage Band.Terrace 
m 
O 
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DANCE AWARDS 
government 
spending 
out of control, 
increasing an 
average of 
27% each year. 
. • , . 
Chez Venus Trophy: Highest marks in Junior 
Solo. Sherrl de la Giroday.Terrace 
Terrace Dance Association Trophy: Highest 
marks in Senior Solo.Laurel Adam.Terrace 
Terrace Classical Ballet School Trophy: 
Classical Ballet.soft shoe only. Laurel Adam- 
Terrace 
//jl//llt//]r 
/i/(}. 
r • . l " ~ ' p .  
t 
SOCIAL CREDIT 
government 
spending 
under control, 
annual growth 
reduced to 8.4% 
(less than the 
inflation rate). 
SOCIAL CREDIT WORKS. FORYOU. 
hSe l i ,  The Herakl, Tuesday, Ntay 1, 1979 
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CARs.TRucKS.vAHS 
• . :  , 
, , ,  , 
| 
COMPLETE FLEET INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE 
WITH L IMITED WARRANTIES .  
Call us TODAY for more information, 
ANDRE'S ENTERPRISES, 
LTD. 
3026 H'way 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. 
604-638-1710 
m 
1 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll: 
In emergencies you may use 
your hub caps as shovels. 
)Warm clothing should 
i~cluda heavy socks, mitts, a 
good pair of snow boots, 
spowmohile suit and a heavy 
duty sleeping hag. 
lie's also a good idea to 
carry a tool kit, spare fuses, 
a~e, nylon tow rope or chain, 
a[ container .~or gasoline and 
a!length of rubber tubing to 
siphon off gasolinv for use as 
ft~el. I~  caps may also be 
,~cd a s containers. 
'Your kit should also 
contain matches dipped in 
wax and sealed in a water- 
Ught container, two or three 
chocolate bars, and candles 
to help warm the inside of 
the car should you run out of 
~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~.:~:.;~<~.~;~.~:~:~:~:~:~:~.:~.~.~.~¢~.~ 
:::: i:: ::**::: ::::: :: :::: :::: :::::: :::: ::::: *:::::::::: ::::: ': :: :::":": ":':" :":":":" ':" :':' :~:" ~:" ': :~' ::: : :: ::::::: :::: *: *~.; ::* • . . . . . . . .  , . , . , . , , . . . ,  + *.••********************************************* ** ****************************************. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.z~:.:.:.:.:::::~.::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 
B 
AUTOMOTIVE  
Pricex effective "tilI Saturday, May 5th * While quantities last * We rexer ve the eight o limit quantlties. 
TRAVWAY HEAVY DUTY 
DELUXE SHOCKS 
Triple welded lower mounts give added strength end 
Increased riding comfort. Vs" pieton rode give Increased 
maximum stability and ¢ontrcL For most cars. 
K mart Regular 
Uet Price 
10.49 
K mart 
"P""' 8 Price 
l WITH ,..,.,T,O. 11 
I l rUETLEWAX TURTEEWAX I)-u-r a~': :rl n-o-h, rn L~r~"~ 
is,/,', Ira" _ _ )E~-~ 
; Kmlrl Reoullf 7 i HIGH GLOSS ZiP WAX . . , , , . .  , .  11 / /~- .~ i:mmz:mama~ Advanced concave mold 
• K marl ' g Each "1 
OAR WAX Special Price . " OAR WASH ,0,.,, ~"  es . - -es . , . , , v ,~  construction. No trade- BELTED in required. 30,000 mile 
,..,~ o . . , s .  Mds TerSe Wax K mart Regular LIml Pric  | 17 tg7  ~ v ~  . . . . . .  tread warranty .  Road . . . . . . . . . . . . .  as it washes Kmlri ' I ' "  ": .PmnEo .L.llt PrlL. ? |,.4/ ' SpecZclP,Ite Each ~ l lnKo  hazard insured. K maM special 
Pr l re  K mor t  R SYSTHETI~ . , .  egoior .  
. ~  Lilt Prlpe | |, CHAMOIS  ~/ / , /~  
'W IRE  K mar t  " , i  eew : KmerlflegulartlslPdce 1.07 • " ~ . j  
~. I Each Price • m., ~;;.::"' l-*l.~- o.."~: 
(ANTISEPTIC 
16 OZ. CREAM ~ _ ~  
HAND CLEANER ~ 
Removeegrease l k~la~ 11 
gently. 1 | ~ ~ 1  
K mart Regular I~t..AntlsePti¢ i ai 
List Price I 17 I|LH~ndCiee~e~.J |1  
i K marl ,m 11 ~ I J ' & ~  Hll 
i Special • • I 
k Price • Emo. 
ffsHo RT HANI'ILE ~ '~ 
I BRUSH FOR 
i W, ASHI~G OARS .~  
I 7 Polyethylene re, end. ~\ 
I 2" bristles. Alturl um |~ N,AcO, PLAN__ 
[handle. ~ B l K rnar tR ls  t Pr lc |  J .~  t~ 
l 
l-INSTALLATION -BALANCING -VALVE • l t Km~t 7 ~u le 
~_ Sp~clelPrloe " ~]  I FREIGHT-INSURANCE l 
m m 
(, ~-,-r-.~, i" SINGLE T IRE  PURCHASE ' I 
rlU6 ~.,..~,..~.~,~.~,__.. I IN ADDITION I 
i S rO ,OS ~ ~'~ ~ | Every  $000 mi l l ,  fo r  the  H is  o f  your  K mor t  T i re ,  we  w i l l  m 
I Approx .Sx3x l " .  ~, Z~'~ IS Prbper lymtatet l res .  Z. Thorough ly lnspect f l res .  3. C h o c k P e r f ° r m  wi hout charge, these maintenance services. I .  ml 
i s i r  pressure.4. Check valve stems. $, Chech wheel I~lsnce.  • 
i Llatprlce|y c |lki~1~N~!~l.~l~(k, l i .  Rehalence If necessary. 1. Check front al ignment.  S. i I marl qg= /~~!~" '  + ' " i Remove wheel' on rime' before'alter snow tire '"s°n' ' 
~Price i~i~ secn ~i~'~ ittt 
i ="~'mm Imml  m . ~ .L :++ • , - 
ISKEENA MALL  OPEN " Adv, ertlsedMerchandl,ePollcy  'w'°"Wll +, ....................... + ,+ ......................... o_ ...... . _ _ ,  
I . . . . . . .  , .  
11oi llvldlblll fat putchlSf I~41 0 Iny UP 0 alien ¢ilSO11 K ma Wl ssue • Ra n COlck o11 
rlot+IlllOr the mllCl~rl~h$1 tO ~40 OutCllllll~ I I  the Sail price when+vet I¥ll+IDI+ Of oil( Sell you a 
4761 LAKELSE AVE.  TERRACE 'to 9:+0 Pm . ~ ~o...,,+,..o.,,,,,, . . . . . . . .  .,.+,.,. ...... 0,,. oo,0o,.,, o, .............. 
TREAD DESIGN I 
NOT AS ILLUSTRATED ' 
ONALLSIZES 
KM 300 Wide tread styling. Full 
depth lateral  siping for 
POLYESTER maximum wet fraction. 
" : "  "="  -=-  - : -  m m m n m m i m mml  .=~ . :~  
Riverside Auto Wreekinz 
Used Cars & Trucks 
Ready, for the read at Reduced Prices 
i 
76 F()RD F250 
73 FORD COURIER 
72 FORD 4x4 
72 CHEV PICKUP 
69 FORD CONVERTABLE 
i 
24 HOUR TOWINg 
4129 Substation Road 
6S6-G837 636-9383 
| ~ convenient monthly payments / 
/ / 
I o. cl, I 
iJimM..CEwan IRT! ' 
covering muffler, tailpipe, exhaust pipe and 
Shocks, INCLUDING LABOR. 
m 
"Keep ing  cool" part  of cop ing  . =. • 
j r L O W ,  L O W  PRICES j invariry.bl;zant:nrewthse, aj  ga °] ;y ur.surviva,kirin c~'Stab~ ]cdaUsP e:~/ealtit°hne' p n" 'ng your fire. and 
' ~ eoncermng a neavy storm a water repellent box ~ or 3 Li ht f're b dousin' wait for help to arrive, lfyou m 
of motori g'. ' . w . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  a . . . . . . . .  wait until the weather has " ,,+ 
s w . . y e phonedoff_ 
|1 Superior is here to fill exhaust no -clobbered.r~o: ~d~t hrst few hours of being i 
- -m sts along some Your acttons during the ou'v si Ifv,'ood Settleddownbeforeyoustart 
your .e r w e " . s not available, use the car looking for help.- a o .n rs mvolveo In such. stranded are vitally tin- se r ,, ,~ tip i a ni ht a ats, u=s, s,...rd._e and, f .7. As you are travelling in -" I work  needs! : '  for gsluc~ re a, re unp..repar.eo ~rtant.,, . . . .  necessary, the tires on the your ear. a good habit is to 
I - r  '-" . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  5 ~r.- ,ereareelghtposntsthatthe sh els, tBesuretolettheair make a mental note of + ! i a l  . 
• . • per !vnce : . .  .. snowbound motorist should out of tire before igniting ) buildings that may afford 
• " • Tne uanadlan oil term observe for s ' • " | WE GIVE  YOU- : afetys sake, 4. Build a shelter using protection and serve as 
PacJfi,c. 66 has prepared a list plus one to be observed if It branches or blankets If not landmarks. 
. . |  Bet ter  ins ta l led  prices. = oz uosa.nouon~/toassure appears he might be, and available, use the car as a 8. Checkonv.'eatherrepor~ 
s.u~.!vaLln.a snowoounn car. still another that will help wind break, and highway conditions with 
| | Complete l i ne  o f  Muf f le rs  and  Shocks. - ,  xuuzt u~zt . . .  him avoid the problem. . local authorities before 
~ave.yo.ur car.,c.omptete.ly 1. Stay in the car until you 5. Prepare awater supply by setting out. Se  
._. | Custom-made Tailpipes and Exhaust w.mte,rlzeo, w.ltn, special run.out.of gasoline (siphon melting snow or ice, Eating Winter driving can be 
| |  Pipes. Customer  can  be promised~quick a[mnuon to tgmpon,.an- some m[o a container before ice or snow can cause dangerous. Preparationwili 
m~eze, .battery and fames, you do.) Beware of carbon dehydration. You can live for improve your chances if you 
| I installation, rao.zazor n~.  ann cap, mn monoxine. Make sure the days without food but water, become stranded. 
ann power oeJzs, snow fires, tai£pipe isClear of snow. Idle is essential. 
.=i | |  YOUR CUSTOME R Wl LL RECEIVE 
including spare tire, 
lubricants, takeCarthe chill off. enough to 6. STAY PUT. If you wander,' ~ 0 TO F~Cr~ ) 
and all the just long 
, ,  TIIESURVIVA_L KIT, .... 2. When you run out of fuel you might become lest and 
SUPERIOR'S FULL  L IFET IME WARRANTY ,~.r,-, u z.r~[ mu me, and candies, GET OUT. freeze. Keep active, by traction mat,. blanket, 
scraper, sand, and a shovel. 
r 
i i~11 
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THE TERRACE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD AUTOMOTIVE SECTION 
Tests prove a tune-up 
Saves an averageOf a 
gallon of gasoline in 
every  tankful. 
Fun with Signs 
D E F 
International.type road signs, indications that ~ve 
their messages in.pictures not words, are heeoming 
more p6pular on this continent. It doesn't ake much 
of a humorous flight of  fancy to read things into these 
signs that may not have been their original intent, 
For instance, these sipe_.might.l~ mying~  ..'i~ ;~.. 
, . .  ,. :< , ~. , . . . .  , ,,~ . ,..-%'# - . .. - ~ .;.,~,:,'"~. ~,,~;:.. 
', A .  Get  a Horset , , ,  /',,/~':E. DryMm~,Aheud '~: i ,  
B.' Unorthodox Church IF'. No Red Care Allowed 
Ahead G. The Natives Aren't 
C. Ban Half the Bombs Friendly 
D. Gas Station Ahead, H. High Winds, Watch 
' Mommy Your Umbrella 
- I. Car Wash Ahead " 
For what they actually mean, see below: 
A. Horsed Ahead E. Steep Grade 
O. Traffic Entering front F. CattleCroseingAhead 
Both Sides G. Tw.e-Way Traffic 
C. Traffic Entering from H. Rood Work Ahead 
Left I. Cautioo~ Road Ends 
D. School Zone Near Water 
Removal of all signs of 
winter recommended 
'Before making extensive 'Engine oil should be recharging battery con 
summer use of a changed and summer oil dition), checking ant 
recreational vehicle, owners used. a new oil filter should replacing if necessary such 
should first make sure it is be installed. At the same items as  light bulbs, wind. 
properly dewlnterized,' says time, it is a good idea to have shield wiper blades, muffler 
Mike Radigan, National theentire chassis lubricated, and tail pipe, springs and 
Director of the Recreational 'It shouldn't be necessary shock absorbers. 
Vehicle Institute. lie to change transmission fluid 
referred to the process of or differential oil but these Remember These 
readying an RV for hot should at least be checked, 'An addiUonal check ofal 
weather use as 'sum- as should the power steering 
merizing' and said the first oil. 
step in summerizing is to Check Spark Plugs 
remove signs of winter. 'Master cylinder brake 
"Anti-freeze should be fluid.shouldalsobecbecked.' 
drained from the radiator Other stepe ~ toward 
and fresh water should be summarizing,' according to 
back.flushed through the Radigan, include cleaning 
cooling system,' the RVI and gapping (or replacing) 
head snggnsts, spark plugs and points, 
"Y_ou get 
whafyou 
for:' 
windows, doors, ventilators 
cabinets, and a little oil o] 
graphite .on noisy or still 
hinges...a final check of your 
interior lights, careful in. 
speetion of your hitch and 
safety chains, and yet 
should be ready for a 
summer full of fun,' Radlgan 
concluded. 
• i 
.C~,r ~2~ver- 
" l 
" VN ~' of tests )my, 
handling, even fun - "The Rabbit 
scored well in every category". 
The Rabbit costs more than the others, 
but . . .  "the Rabbit delivers on the 
investment". Don't settle for less. 
t ¸ 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS ' 
• "/22 River Drive 
636-6844 .om~.Dealer Lic nCeo~qSA 
========================================================= 
=========================================================== 
TUNE.UP  
Good for surer starting, better 
pmllne mileage, peppier per. 
foanance, reduclng harmful orals- 
dons. 
f~tould include mW spark plugs, 
pOINts, condenser; distributor and 
wiein~ check; set. timing, com- 
presss0n test and servicing of 
mti-pollution devices. 
Aim battery, electrical s)'stem 
tad carburetor check. 
SHOCKS 
Good For Smoother Ride, Better 
Control on the Road. 
Check for condition. 
VIS IB IL ITY  
Good For Safe Vision, 
Check windshield ~,iper~ washer 
~trem, headlights, mm signals, 
I~tckup and brake lights. 
, LUBRICAT ION 
Good For Optimum Wear of 
Vital Moving Parts. 
Change oil and filter, lubricate 
the dlusais and check all hydrau- 
lic fluid levels. 
1 I 
TIRES & WHEELS 
• Good For longer Tim wear. 
Check Tires For General Condi- 
tion and Rotate Them. Check 
wheel alignment and balance. 
BRAKES 
Good For Safe Stopping. 
Have Ilnln~ inspected, ~h,  
fluid ud  adjustments checked. 
~ ~ b~ P .~. . ' . .  ~: a~'.%'~.P: .. .P~:~..P. 
NEW FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE 
PLYMOUTH HORIZON TC3. 
Also available in a 5 door model - 1979 Motor Trend Car 
of the Year Winner, GOOD SELECTIOH IH STOCK. 
DON'T DELAY - TEST DRIVE TODAYI 
Fora realdealbuy orlease at 
i 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
Dealer Liconce Number 000430A 
4916 HIGHWAY 16 W, 635.7187 
® 
;2396 
tRS 
COHSii 
2,996 
)2496 
R 
;7496 
;4495 
i]8ds 
;6296 
;6896 
~p 
;4696 
)K 
;3796 
,§00 
ith 
Ford 
h i l t  I I ,  The HareM, Tuesday, May I, 9979 
TERRACE DRUGS ,.. 
1207 Kalum 636-7274 
Vitam n;a 
and 
ToTs, ToTs, Toy's 
i 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 par 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more .consecutive In. 
serftons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: • 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 par 
Insertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
33.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
S,I.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH' 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
r~lrvlca charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S~. c~eques. 
WE~:/~/NG DESCRIP.  
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$S.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, wlth or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births • 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October !, 1978 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 ruth 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senlor Cltlzen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
Year 5£00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right te classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within lOdays of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mai l ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send 0rlglnals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
"All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received, by the publtsher 
within 30 days after the f irst 
publloation. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vert lser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of tellure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing . In the .ad,: 
vert lsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
pertlon of the advertising 
space oocupled by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
.and fhet there shall be no 
l iabi l i ty to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
• 29. • MUSICA, L 
• -"INSTRUMENTS ~: 
49' HOMES 
,r FOR SALE 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for hen. 
Do you teel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 63|-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Mon. 8 p.m. • A!enon • 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Milts 
Memorial Hospital. (nc.tfn) 
dlcrafts BI,'thrlght Office 
• Day care for working Alternative to Abortion 
people. 3-4621 Laketse • 635.39(}7 
• Drop.In for companslonshlp Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
& coffee, and 4 p.m. - 5 p,m, or phone 
Mo~dey thru Friday 8-4.  anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Transportation available. Carol 635.5136 (nc.tfn) 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635-2215. 
MI LLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary Would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
clonetlons at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
630.g~68 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: Concert at the R.E.M. Lee 
CHILD HEALTH CON- Theatre, Ter race .  May 14, 
FERENCES: 1979. 
Held weekly at the Health KItlma't at the Mount 
Unlt every Tuesday from Elizabeth High School • May 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 13, 1979. (nc27.14M) 
for an appointment. " 
14.1 ('SINESrS 
PERSONAL 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meefevery Tuesday night at pickup. 
g In the Skeona Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
LadlesSIIm LlneClub meets Call Birthright for an 
Monday evening- -6 :30 alternative to abortion. 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church  Phone 632.4602 anytime. 
basement, Kltlmet, Room 233, Necheko Centre. 
Held at the Thornhlll 
Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. 
by appointment on!y• 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
Skeena Val ley Rebekah 
Lodge Rummage Sale May 
12. I.O.O.F. Hall, 3222 
Munroe St. (nc-M121 ABLE 1976 - 24 foot Flberform (52) 
Chuck Girard wlll be In ELECTRIC LTD. LOCAL ESTABLISHED Marc. 233 HP• 2 wiper, rod Manager of Brownies 
LOG HOUSE 
BUILDING CUURSE 
Will be held first two 
weekends In June (June 2, 3 
and June 9, 101. Students 
should provide own power 
saw and scriber if possible. 
Maximum 20 students. For 
further information call. 
635-4538 
(nc-IJ) 
Canadian Cancer Society 
Public Meeting 
Tues., May 1,1979 
7:30p.m. 
Topics: Care of cancer 
Electrical 
Refrigeration 
Service 
Installation 
and contracting 
635-5876 
. (ctf-!2M) 
CARPET 
INSTALLATIONS 
Workmanship guaranteed 
call 
635.2951 . 
635.3816 
(p.YM) 
SKEENA COLORS 
Reslden/ttsl 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
(al4) 
NIGHTWATCH 
the year at Intervals for patients in the home, In. SECURITY LTD. 
expectant parents. Phone formation on services We sell; service and Install 
the Health Unit for detalls!~" ~i~allable to patients, residential and commercial 
and reglstratloo. ~ 'Speakers: Barbara Warren, alarm systems. 
HOME NURSING CARE ~;L. Cadcer Institute, Van- 635.9700 
Nursing care ln the home fo ( '~Quver ; .  Betty Murray,  (p-14M) 
those who need It on re fer r '~ '~.cer  Society, Prince 
from their family doctor/._,,.~C~.,,o~rrge. (nCl0.1M) 
Terrace area only• 
HEALTH PARADE PUBLIC MEETING 
For 4 year old children• Helc¢OJll{~; Premier Bill Bennett 
on third Monday of every and 
month• Developmentai,:j :::)A Minister of Agriculture 
vision, hearing screening ' CyrllShelford 
done• Please phone for ep R ~, Clarence Mlchlel School 
pelntment. ~)n~ursday May 3 B p•m. 
PRENATAL BREATHING~f~ ,~ Comeand heeraboutfhe 
& RELAXING EXERCISES" real Issues 
Held every Monday at. In the provlnclal election 
ternoon at 1.2 p.m• (nc6.3M) 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 There wil l  he a meeting of 
or by apgolntmont, the Terrace Family Vlotence 
SANITATION Committee on W~lnesday 
The public health Inspectors May 2, 1979 M 7:30 p.m. In 
are now situated In Eby the Benlor Citizens' room of 
Street. They will be pleased the arena. All Interested 
to assist with any sanitation parsons are welcome• 
problems. (nc 5-2M 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC Invltetioo to Open House et 
the Centennial  Christian 
Held at 4612 Grlng Avenue..~Sch.ool" Frldoy.~..t~y |]p ~979 
Hearing tests will be doneby from 9 a.m.-  '~'~;m. ~,': ~: ': 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. (nc11.11M) 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM CARE Terrace Art Association 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle Monthly Picture Loan will be 
Ave• Tel 635-9196. held Wednesday May 2nd in' 
Assessment and planning for the Library Arts Room from 
those ellglble for Long Term 7to9p.m. Plctures should he 
Care. returned by 7:30 so they may 
AID TOHANDICAPPED be put on display for 
Office at No. 205.4721 se lec t ion .  Everyone  
Lezelle. Tel 635.9196. Welcome .... 
Assessment and guidance (nc 4.2M) 
for vocational and social 
rehabil i tation done by 
consultant. 
Kitimat A.A. Construction 
Group in Kltlmat: telepbone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 
0:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
N~eetlngs 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 0:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
At-Anon Meetings. Tuesdays 
.0:00 p.m. United Church. 
(no) 
KINSMEN BINGO 
May 26, 1979 
Total 16 Games 
Door open 6:30 
Gameap.m.  
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
BI NGOS 
Tuesday, May 1-Regular 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, May3.Glant Bingo 
Tuesday, May 22-Regular 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, May 27-Giant BIngo 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. 
Ear ly Bird games com. 
mence at 7:30 p•m. at 
Thorn~hlll Community Hall. 
For further Information call 
(nc:24~M) 
i f '  ELKS 
:.'. ~ BINGO 
held every. Wednesday at 
3312 Spa. rks. Doors open 6: 30. 
(ncTU;W) . • 
Terrace Arena purchase and operation. 
For further information (nc-tu,f.TM) 
phone 
635-2003 
(nc-26,5,791 
WANTED DONATIONS Grelg) 
The Three Rivers Workshop Monday May 7 11:30-2:00 
for the Handicapped are Everyone welcome .50c 
looking for donations of any (nca-7M) 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furnlture, alsoany discarded Co.op Educational Project: 
wood products we could use Films . May 3 • 7 p.m. 
for recycling or renovating. Senior Citizen Room. 
Callus at 635.2238 between Co.op Housing . Best move 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try weever made. 
to make arrangements for Co.op Housing . getting it 
Skeena Val ley Golf & 
Country Club Society will 
hold e GENERAL 
MEETING on Monday, May 
7 at 8 p.m. at the Clubhouse. 
All members are urged to 
attend. This wil l  clarify 
Annual Meeting of Child AUCTION SALE 
MlndlngSoclety--May3--8 On the spot cash for your 
p.m. In Board Room of furniture, appliances, an. 
Swimming Pool. (nca-3M) flques. We buy and sell 
anything of value. Censlgn 
LUNCH your car, truck, boat, bikes 
WITH or what have you to the Sat. 2 
CYRIL SHELFORD p.m. Auction Sale, Terrace 
SoclaICredit Campaign Auction Mart, 3233 Apsley, 
Headquarters Phone 635-5172. WE have the 
(across from Co.opon buyers. Open every day for 
retail sales. (ctf.6.04.79) 
together 
We're Here to stay. 
Further Information • 635. 
9415. (nca.3M) 
The Terrace Jaycees 7th 
Annual TRADES FAIR wil l  
be held May 4, 5 and 6, 1979 
(nc.4May) 
HARLY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Free Estimates 
Phone 
638.1095 
(p4-5-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD• 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.347tanytlme 
(~) 
CONTRACTING 
• COMPANY 
requires an accounts 
payable person, Ap- 
plicant must be mature, 
responsible, have con. 
structlon experience and 
a thorough knowledge of 
ell office procedures, 
Please apply in writing 
Including a complete 
resume to: 
Box 1195 
Terrace Herald 
Terrace, B.C. 
(cffn-11.4.79) 
For Lease: B acres of 
agrlcoltural land. Phone 
635-9247 (p3-1m) 
Avon Representat ives 
needed In the following 
areas: 
Ofl's Place 
Atwood & 
Birch Hill 
•Woodlend Heights 
Call Mary at 
635-2517 
(ctfn'09'3-79) 
GO~ ELECTRIC LTD. 
require an Inside sales and 
counter person for Kltimat 
Branch. Experience an 
asset. All repllee In con. 
fldenco• Reply same: 3596 
P.A. System. Alines Gibson 6 
ft. columns. 6-10" speakers, 3 
mikes, 200 watt amp. Day 
635.9319, after 6:00. 635-2346. 
(pS-2M) 
4 Piece Chesterfield Suite. 
Phone 635-9613. (pS-4M) 
For Sale: one 1965 In- 
ternational Tandem, one 
Rambler H-fop, one 1968 
Ford Falcon 4 dr Sedan and 
Garage Sale May 12 & 19. 
3955 McNeil, Terrace, In- 
Massey Drive, Pr ince cludes car, truck parts for 
George, B.C. V2N 2M4. Ford & Rambler household 
Attn.: P.G. Walz. (pS-1M) Items, tools, bike carrier, 5 
" ton truck wheel rims, fires 
URGENTLY REQUIRED~-- ~,etc 
Sincere Chrlstleh Wllling.doi ,'., 22M) Phone 635.3.6 (Lie- 
substitute teach Grades 0ne: ~ "~''~I!I ] ~;' ' :  :~ 
and two - -  at Centennial 
Christian School. for last six 
weeks of present' school 
term. Phone 635.6173 or 635. 
.69. las-lM~ 
New Opportunily 
Bank of Montreal 
Mapager Steoo 
Requirements. Grade 12, 2 
years experience or 
business diploma. 50.50 
wpm,  d ic taphone 
preferred. Mature 
pleasing personality, able 
to meet public. 
References required. 
Apply to Box 670, Terrace 
or phone Marl 63a-1131 
(c10.2m) 
HIGHWAY ENGINEERIN( 
ASSISTANT+TERRACE 
IVa,%~s~+ I 
For Provincial Ministry of 
t ranspor ta t ion ,  Com.  
munlcatlons & Highways, to 
be responsible for testing 
soils, gravels and concrete, 
acceptance testing of 
miscellaneous manufac. 
lured products, plus 
equipment calibration; to 
maintain neat, accurate 
records and prepare test 
summary reports; to train 
laboratory  personnel,  
maintain equipment, Ilalse 
with headquarters for 
complex testing, and assist 
personnel enrolled In High- 
way Technology Training 
Program. When necessary, 
may be required to act In one 
of the following capacities- 
quality control inspector, 
geotechnlcal assistant, soil 
survey crew chief 
(geotechnlcal exploration), 
pavement evaluation crew 
chief, or handling 
specialized office work 
regarding geotechnlcel 
Investigation and roadway 
design. Secondary school 
graduation or equivalent and 
f ive years related ex• 
perlence; OR, related 
technology diploma or 
university degree, plus three 
years related experience; 
valid B.C. driver's Ilcence. 
Duties may Involve shift 
work, travel throughout B.C. 
and worklng outside under 
all weather conditions. 
Isolation allowance of 
552.80 per month Is paid In 
addition to salary.Canadian 
citizens are given 
preference. 
Obtain applications from 
the Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
VaG 1PS and return fo the 
Public Service Commission, 
1488 Fourth Avenue, Prince 
George. Competition 79:1104 
(oI-1M) 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New 
engine, good condition• 
S1,200 OBO. Phone 638-1033 
after 5 p.m. (stfn-tfn) 
400 - 1978 Suzuki. 20 ft. 
gooseneck flat deck trailer• 
Phone after 6 p.m. 635.7519. 
(pl0.7M) 
Double Burner Canadian 
Propane Barbecue. Uses 
lava rock. Brand new. Phone 
638.1720• (C4.~M) 
Ceramic kiln for sale. Phone 
635-7326after 5p.m. (p3.2M) 
SBE Console AM-SSB base 
citizen band radio, SWR 
meter, SBE power, mike, 2 
antennas ~ wave and 3 
element vertical beam, 
mobile tn-Ilne ~)re.amp. 150 
ft. antenna cable and 
assorted Items. Best offer 
takes all. Phone 635.6954 
after S (p3.2M) 
8 sheets of 4'x4' glass. 
Suitable fcr greenhouse. 
Phone 635-2944 after 6 (c3- 
lm) 
10 speed bike $70.00. Phone 
HALL R ENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall 3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
~35.5661. (a-Tu,F,30M_~).. 
WANTED -- WORK FOR 
Madill Yer_der. 
also any other equipment 
necessary for stump to dump 
contracting. Phone 112-963. 
7569 Prince George. 
(c7.4Ml 
(38) 
Wanted to buy-Hide.a.bed In 
good condition. Phone Joan 
635.4.107 evenings, 635.2243 
10 foot aluminum boat. very 
good condition. Asking 5300. 
1945 Bobelen Crescent to 
• view. (pS-2M} 
holders, dual horn, tr im 
tabs, compass, galley pack, 
anchor pack, toilet, 8 foot 
Pioneer dinghy, CB & an- 
tenna. 1977 H.D. Trailer. 
Flying bridge. 635.4777. 
(ctfn.2SA) 
D6C • 1966 R.O.P.S. Free 
spool winch. Good un- 
dercarriage. Power shift. 
$35,000. 635.2596 days. (pl0. 
7M) 
Priced for Quick Sale 
I-DgH-cot•Carco Winch 
K.W• Dump Truck-New 
rubber 
Never used Mldllne 4 st. 40 
channel CB Rad io  3 
complete 0x28 Trailers 20 
acres with 40xa0x20 shop, 
office, house trailer. 18 
acres of view lots• 
Phone 635.2545 
(c4.-1,3,7,9M) 
420 JD Winch, Blade & 
Canopy. Runs good.plus 3 
axle Goose.neck tral ler.  
$5,500 or wlll sell separately. 
Phone 849.5459 5. Hazelton. 
(ci0.14M) 
1972 thternatlonal Tandem 
Diesel 12 yard Dump Truck. 
phone 635.5019 after 6 p.m. 
(C5-7m) 
House for sale: 3 years old, 3 
oedroom, full basement. 
Close to schools and 
downtown. 635.7441 after 4:30 
p.m. and weekends. (p20. 
15M) 
For Sale by Owner 
3 bedroom house, large lot. 
Close to schools. Owner 
leaving town;:; :Furnished or 
un fu~nlshed.';.~J~i~on~ a~er. 4 ~- 
p.m. and make an offer, 635. 
4740 (plO-2m) 
requires bachelor su i te .  
furnished-close to town;  
Phone 635-6502. (C4.4M) 
Responsible businessmen 
requires 1.2 bedroom ' 
apartmen.t o rent. Recently 
moved to Terrace. Phone 
635.7281 or 5-3410, 8:30.6 p.m. 
Ask for Mr. Jones 
(C4.4MI 
Quiet, working student 
requires small cabin or. 
house to rent. Preferably on 
outskirts of town, or will 
house.sit from May to 
September. Phone 635.3201. 
(pS.IM) 
New girl working in town 
needs accomodatlon ASAP 
would like room & Board, 
furnished suite or share with 
another girl. 8:30 & 5:00 
Monday.Friday 635.7144 (P3. 
3M) 
RETAILOR 
OFFICE SPACE 
2 stores, total of 2800 sq. ft. 
Can be separated to 1400 sq. 
ft. areas. In choice locations 
on Lazelle Shopping Centre, 
Terrace, B.C. 635.3576 or 255. 
1939 Vancouver. (cttn.23.4. 
79) 
FOR RENT 
The former Jan & Jan suite. 
1000 sq. ft. 4623 Lakelse 
Avenue. 
Phone 
635-2552 
(ctfn-23-4.79) 
WAREHOUSE and 
Reta i l  Space  
available on new By- 
pass. Phone 
638-1166 
(ctfn.13-04-79 
Nice Bungalow for Sale: 3 
bedroom, widelot. Mustsee cabins, summer cabins or 
toappreclate. 4636 Graham, residences. Eight lots are 
$32,000 Phone 635.7670 (pS. now available on the Hudson 
3m) Boy Mountain Road, 21/2 
miles from Smlthers. 
For sale by owner three Acerages vary In price from 
bedroom house full $12,500 to $15,500. Sizes vary 
basement. Two fire places, from 7 acres to 16 acres. For 
one up and one down. !160 maps end for detalls wrlte or 
sq.ff. 4610Straume.635.9594 phone Jack Trowbrldge 
North County Realty.Realty 
(~.3M) World Box 2588, Smlthers 
Phone 047-3217 (C10-14M) 
UNDER GONSTRUCTION 
25,000 sq. ft. commercial space available. 
Will finish to tenants specifications. 
Prime downtown location. 
WRITE IN CONFIDENCE. 
Principles Only Please - 
TO 
4554 Grelg Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VIG 1M0 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26"x36" 
12 ,h,t, only. 6.25 
THE DALLY HERALI) 
3212 Kalum St. Torraoe 
FOR SALE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. U (Terrace) 
2 only, 1976 Dodge Vans.bus 14 passenger complete 
with safety belts, 360 V8 automatic, power steering, 
power brakes, 36,000 miles and In excellent condition. 
To view contact: 
Purchasing.Maintenance Department 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, British Columbia 
Monday to Friday 8:30.4:30 
Bids Close May 15, 19790nd will be recelved by 
School District No J8 (Terrace) 
Purchasing Department 
P.O. Box 159 
Terrace, B.C. 
VOG. 4A7 
Highest bid not necessarily accepted. 
• o . - .o  . . •  . . . . . . .  . .  • . . . . .  . . . . .  . 
t ) 
Opmto bids. Contact Rick 
Srnlth; 63.5-7117. (ctfn-24A) 
19"/7 Dodge Colt, 20,000 km. 
One year old, S speed, 4 
baL'rel, excellent canal., end 
gas mlleage. Extras. 635. 
szs4, (p4-2m) 
1972 L:TO Ford. Brown, alr 
cond., excellent cond., 
second owner for 6 months. 
Asklng S2,650. Phone ~5-7448 
fc3.1m) 
For:Sale: 1973 Olds custom 
cruiser'; 9 passenger. 455 
cubic Inches rebuilt motor. 
Clble lights, redlal fires, 
power steering, power 
brakes, power windows, 
radio, tinted bltJe glass, roof 
rack. For Inquiries phone: 
635.2444 between 8 a.m. and S 
p.m, 635.4809 after 5 p.m. 
1978 Camera z2e. 4 spd., very 
low mlleage. Extras. 
Repossessed. Open to blds. 
Contact Rlck Smlth, 635.7117 
between 2.5 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. (cffn-12.4.79) 
1977 Dodge Van. 318, 4 speed 
trans..standard. Fully 
customized, never driven In 
winter, low mileage. Call 
635.2649 after 5 p.m. (ciO. 
1969 :char, 4 door, 327. Ex. 
cellant runnln'g condition. 
Phone 635-$401 after S p.m. 
(C3.3M) 
1978 Chevrelle Monza 
Wagon. Bucket seats, radio, 
2 winter tires. 7,000 miles 
only. Just serviced. Must 
sell. Phone 632.6049 after 5 
p.m. (Cl- IM) 
1950 Dodge. As is. $400 Firm. 
Phone 638.1720 (C4.4M) 
mounted on mag.wheels for 
Dodge. • Phone 635-7691 
between 3 to 6 P.m. (p.2M) 
Fiberglass truck canopy for A furnlshod country hume 
4-barrel. P.S., P.B., A.C., Ford 8 ft box $500.00 firm 1railer on large landscaped 
low mileage. 4 wide fires 63~.5710 Io~ with Ioey shack. Many 
Toyota Land Crulser 1971. extras Include fire place, 
46,000 miles, 4 spd. trans., storage shod, root cellar & 
- ~  roll cage, good tires,-S3250, green house. 630.1954 after 6 
1975 Vega Hafchback. 35,000 799.2583 (Lakelse Lake) (p4: o.m. 
miles, P.S;, AM radio w.8 1977 Dodge Van 318. 4 spd. 
track tape deck, radial fires Standard. Fully customized. 
all round. Excellent, con- Never driven In winter. Low 
dltlon. $2,200. Phone 638-1212. mileage. Call 635.2469 after 5 
(cff.20M) ' .x,-~i[z~.~;~" 
59:1-:.0B,LE  '•1975 Mercery Comet. 4 door. Phone 635-9613. (p2;1M) 
1973 Pontiac Gran Prlx. 
Black with Burgandy vinyl 
roof. 400 cu. In. loaded with 
extras, Includldg power 
seats, climate control, air 
tend. etc. 
197~ Corvette s?.!ng .R~y, 
Coupe 454 cu. in. Fully 
Iooded plusextras. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635-2612 
days or 635-2243 evenlngs. 
1975 Chev % Ton 4x4 Stepslde 
• 4spd. Phone 636-1121 or 635- 
3007after 5p.m. (otf-19-4.79) 
For Sale: 1974 GMC Jimmy 2 
wheel drive. Call 635-6838 
after 5 p.m. (p10-7M) 
1977 Datsun Deluxe Cab 
Pickup. 5 spd-mlnt condition. 
Phone 638-1382 (P3.3M). 
1969 Ford Mercury Pick.up. 
In good running order. 
Phone ater 5 p.m. 635.290~ 
(C3.3M) 
(66) 
1975 Jayco Hardtop • tent 
trailer. 635.9723 after 8 p.m. 
(pA-4M) 
HEAVYDUTYMECHANIC 
--Immediate opening 
--CAT experience Is your strength 
--.Our clean shop will convince you 
--Good equipment 
--Parts when you need them 
--You have something to contribute . . . .  
--Journeyman rate of S10.56V~ per hour plus standard 
I.W.A. fringe benefits. 
OUR SHOP IS A BETTER PLACE 
TO WORK 
Applications should be forwarded In confidence to: 
/ 
Personnel Manager 
HOUSTON FOREST PRODUCTS LTD. 
Houston, B.C. 
,zo Illal tOlt (~" call collect . : !: 
(604) 845-2322 FO~ST R:IC£XJC~ L1~ 
SCHOOL DISTRIOT 88 (Terraoe) 
TEACHING VACAN01ES 
Applications are Invited for the following positions to 
commence September I, 1979. A valid B.C. Teachlng 
Certificate Is requlred of all applicants. 
I. TEACHER.LIBRARIAN. •Clarence Mlchlel 
Elementary School 
This is a full-time position In a school enrolling 430 
pupils In Grades 3.7. The successful applicant must 
have completed Library training and have had recent 
successful teaching experience at the Intermediate 
level. 
~. HALF.TIME TEACHER.LIBRARIANS 
posl½1ens are available In Copper Mountain, E.T. 
Kenney, Klti K'Shan, Cassle Hall and Parks!de Schools 
Qualifications: applicants must hold s valid B.C. 
Teaching Certificate and should have had'recent 
successful teaching experience at the elementary 
level. Preference will be given to teachers who have 
had courses In Library Science or who are willing to 
up.grade their quallftcatlons In this area. 
3, GITSKAN LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR . Hazelton 
Secundsry School 
The successful applicant for this position must be 
fluent In the Gltskan Language and be ellglbie for a 
B.C. TeechlngCertlflcate. For further Information the 
Principal, Mr. Gary Underhlll may he contacted at 842. 
5214. 
4. LEARNING ASSISTANCE 
Several elementary and,or secondary positions will be 
open. Applicants with previous successful teaching 
experience preferred. 
$.  KiNDERGARTEN.GRADE ONE TRANSITION 
CLASS. John Field Elementary 
Applicants with previous successful teaching ex. 
parlance preferred. 
4. O;I'HER KNOWN VACANCIES 
information on the following vacancies can be obtained 
from the School District office: 
--  Teacher of the Hearing Impaired • Itinerant 
- -  Teacher of the Mentally Retarded • Jack Cook 
School 
--Sealer Buslnesa Education Instructor . Hozelton 
Secendery 
Secondary teachers. Kltwangs Secondary 
- -  Half.time E.S.L. teacher 
7, OTHER VACANCIES 
Other full or part.time vacancies may not be ad. 
vertlsod, thus, If you are a qualified teacher In the 
Terrace area sceklng full or pert.time smploymenf, 
you should file an appllcatlen promptly with the 
District Office. 
Plash aired applications, complete with supporting 
documents, to arrive by MAY 4, 1979 to: 
• a 
• Mr. M; Bergsmen, 
Director of Instruction, 
School District ~1 (Terrace) 
Box 460, 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 4BS 
Noble 12x68 three bdrm. 
trallor wlth large addition 
which contains 4th bedroom. 
Wood heater in addition, will 
heat complete unit. • Addition 
Is Insulated and wired. 
Exterior Is done In cedar 
siding. Lawn In front, 
greenhouse and woodshed In 
back; Lot size 75x100. Phone 
635.2641. After $:30. (p20. 
Deluxe Manco Mobile Home. 
14x70, 3 bedrooms, 1V= baths, 
family room. Set up on lot at 
Coppnralde Estates. For 
further Information phor~ 
638.1684 (pl0.2m) 
For Sale: 22x52 Gendall 
Vista Villa. Fully furnished, 
set up in local trailer perk. 
Phone 638.1044. (ctfn.23.4. 
79) 
For Sale: 22x52 Gendall 
Vista Villa fully furnished, 
set up In local trailer park. 
Phone 638.1044. (ctfn.2.4.79) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 3 
bedroom Deluxe "Embassy. 
mobile home on 80x!00 
landscaped lot. '12x68 ad. 
dillon. Fireplace and lots of 
extras. School bus outside 
door. Phone 635-7074 after 4 
16 foot Travel Trailer. Sfov~ e~ foot Okanegan camper. 
wlth o~Ten; 2 way fr ldge,  1800. Phone63S-7393. (pS- 
toilet, Call 63s-:~16 (C4.4M) ~)  : .  ' 
p.m~ (cS.lM) 
Well financed B.C. Investor 
looking for Lend.Property 
development opportunities. 
Will enter partnership or 
purchase outright. Provide 
full Information to: 
Meadowplne . Properties 
Ltd., Comp 26, 103 Ranch, 100 
Mile House, B.C. (c20.15M) 
For Sale: 1976 motor home. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
635.4607. (clO.1M) : 
SAWFILERS 
H()uston Forest Products 
has Immediate lob o~ enlngs for: 
CIRCULAR SAWFILER 
--Preference given to certified filer 
--Job would appeal to those Intending to advance to 
bsnchman In near future 
--col'tiffed rate of 310.46 per hour plus standard hW.A. 
fringe benefits 
BENCHMAN 
--T.Q " drod 
--The s~... ,~,.~ful ~Pt~!icant will he proud of his.her 
ability and willing to share his.her skills and 
knowledge. 
---Certified rate of SlO.SBV= per hour plus standard 
I.W.A. fringe •benefits. 
A filing room with modern, clean facllltles and friendly 
people make Houston Forest Products a better place to 
work. 
Located 320 kilometers west of Prince George, the 
town of Houston offers year round recreational ad- 
ventures. Good schools, sport facilities, shopping mall, 
and health centre helps to make Houston a good home 
town. 
Appllcaftens hould be forwarded In confidence to: 
Personnel Manager 
HOUSTONBox 5000 FOREST PRODUCTS LTD. l ~ ~  
.ou,ton, B c Illlll ltOII VOJ lZ0 
Or call collect 
(604) 845-2322 FOREST PROOUCI~ LT~ 
The Herald, T,,,~Od3v, Moy I, 197% Pale ff  
Houston Forest Products 
has Immediate openings for the following': 
MILLWRIGHT "" 
• -Must possess a valid Millwright T.Q. or proof of full 
apprenticeship 
--Previous sawmill experience Is desired 
--Strohg background In hydraulics and materials 
handling systems would be an assBf. 
--Journeyman rate of $10.56V= per hour plus standard 
I.W.A. fringe benefits. 
WELDER 
--Valid D.P.W. 2 Is minimum ticket requirement with 
two years of relevant experience In sawmill Industry. 
--Preference will be given to applicants with 
fabricating experience 
--Rate of S10.46 per hour plus standard I.W.A. fringe 
benefits. 
Both of the above lobs require shift work. 
A comer on the lumber scene • modern equipment, new 
systems and the opportunity to grow makes Houston 
Forest Products a better place to work. 
Located 320 km west of Prince George, the town of 
Houston offers year round recreational adventures. 
Good schools, sport facilities, shopping mall, and 
health centre helps to make Houston a good home 
town. 
Applications should be forwarded In confidence to: 
Personnel Manager 
Houston, B.C. VOJ lZ0 IIOIIS/Oll 
Or csll collect 
(604) 845-2322 FC)t:~ST ~ LID 
r i 
 BUSlNESS DIREcToRY 
il 
Jungle Jim's Pet Store 
"Largest  Selection of Fish in the Pacif ic 
Northwest 
- ,Complete  line of smal l  an imal  and bird 
products: 
4607 LAZ ELLE  AVENUE 638-16(4 
. I 
SMALL APPLIANC ES- LAWN MOWERS- 
RENOVATING- BICYCLES- ETC. 
-Handyman U nlimited,,. 
INCOME TAX 
PROBLEMS 
CALL 
636-2908 
Call BILL or DALE 
638.8277 or 135.8967 
FOR APPOINTMENT 
'D' 4650 LAKELSE -OPPOSITE SAFEWAY 
I 
3943 MouMalnvlew 
Terrace, B.C. 
PICK.UP AND DELIVERY 
SERVICE 
BROCK FUGER 
63&&~7 
3941 OLD LAKELSE LAKE DRIVE 
TERRACE. l,C: 
MR, BUSINESSMAH! 
This Spaoe Is Reserved 
For Your Ad, 
Pro-Teoh Eleotronin, Engineering, 
SERVING TERRACE'& KIT IMAT 
We Service All Commercial & Home Entertainment 
- . Appliances Including MIcrowlvjs . 
Warran~ Depot 
• Sanyo Soundeslgn, Kenwood 
• Morse Elm:trophenlc 
Hammond Certified Technldan 
3300 KALUM 635-5134 
Business 
635-9236 
I 
Cleaners Ltd. 
FORTHE BEST IN 
SUEDE AND LEATHER • 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mal l  
(Next to Mr.  Mikes) 
635-2838 
I 
I ANNUITIES 
i --Estate Planning 
i - -Mor tgage  Insurance 
i --Business Insurance ,  
--Educati0nal.  Funds :" .., ~ ' :  
Brian M0ntpmery 
Representative • 
A4anuCllLife Business 
The Manufacturers  L i fe  Insurance  Company " 635.9236 
Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential. Industrial. Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie. Belanger, 
. PLUMBING& HEAT ING LTD. 
"Unique Bathroom Boutique" 
44~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 63S-9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 485 OR 635-9320 
Install • Service Gas, Wood • Oil Furnaces. 
. . . . .  !l 
U~ 
FOIg $AL! 
PRE-FAB GREENHOUSES 
S108 and up 
BIKKERS MODULAR STRUOTURES 
Phone 638.1768 evenings or 
View at 3961 Dobie St. 
IAn.MI,) 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE ] 
IHOOMETAX FORMS 
PREPARED 
" At Reasonable Rates 
BILL'S TAX SERVICE 
4920 Halliwell Avenue 
Ph. 635-3971 10:00am-10:00pm 
Terrace Eleotronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
~ e  SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'I 
Warranty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MeN. • SAT, I a,m. • s p.m, 
4623 Lakelse 635.4543 
GLACIER 
,~,'~ 4418 Lelion Avenue 
~',~" Torreoe, B.0. 
S ~ A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
, ? 
To insure a safe driving career, 
trust the experts  to show you 
how. It may save your  life. 
Skeena Driving School 
B.C. Government Bonded 
636-7§32 
.ESSDEt~T,AL P~Bl~r~ ~I~ATE~ 
HEATING ~t~"A~ ¢II~vlcE 
• Jan's hi. Z..j II.tiq 
2 - 4717 WALSH AVE.  
PHONE 638.1468 TERRACE,  B .C .  
| I I 
Cal l  us at  635-6357 9 to 5 
1 
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] i _ ,  hLN__Ogo i ROSSWO I lawyer. It will open your eyesl =:,::, D EA R A B BY ::=". "::e= :':=':" =,:,,, C R D 
_ real parents." .. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I live in a very 
respectable n ighborhood and, although our children 
are still toddlers, we are deeply concerned about he 
rise of juvenile delinquency among youngsters from 
"better" homes. 
All around us, minors-- some as young as 10 -- have 
been convicted of violent crimes. They include armed 
robbery, beating up the elderly and handicapped, 
knifing and even rape. 
Abby, these kids have never known hunger, poverty 
er diacrimination. They come from respectable homes 
and have gone to the best schools. Yet more and more 
children from the so-called privileged class are turning 
to crime and violence. 
Why? 
CONCERNED 
DEAR CONCERNED: Basically, It's lack of 
disclldlne. (Discipline, meaning "to teach" - -  not 
neces|arfly "to punish.") 
For a better understanding 0f this growing social 
problem, get the May Issue of PARENTS' magazine 
DEAR ABBY: I have a relative who loves to play gin 
rummy. When HE wins he says it's 90 per cent skill and 
10 per cent luck. When the other fellow wins he says it's 
90 per cent luck and 10 per cent skill. 
When he loses he always wants to play one more 
hand-- double or nothing. I get uptight and usually lose 
that hand. How can I get out of going along with his 
double-or.nothing challenge without looking like a peer 
sport? 
HY 
DEAR HY: Tell him you can't afford to play for such 
high s,takes. 
DEAR ABBY: I have a t4-month-old nephew hose 
feet turn outward when he v~alks. So severely, in fact, 
that the child walks sideways. My sister knows it and 
keeps talking about asking her pediatrician toput the 
child in corrective shoes, But that's as far as it goes. 
l've mentioned this to her several times. I don't want 
to bring it up again for fear she'll think I 'm putting my 
nose where it doesn't belong. 
Please don't say that ff my sister wants her child to 
grow up with turned-out feet, it's her business, because 
it isn't my sister who will haveto stumble through life 
on deformed feet. I see her pediatrician quite often. 
Would it be unethical of me to say something to him 
about it? 
CONCERNED 
DEAR CONCERNED: You may not have all the 
facts, but on the chuce  t~ut your sister Is either unable 
or unwlIUng to deal with thls problem, mention itto the 
doctor. 
ACROSS 41 Conclude 
1 Turkish 43 Tennis 
official equipment 
6 Museum. 44 School 
fare , division 
9 Relatives 45 Resources 
of ayes. 47 Football's 
12 Deride "Crimson 
13 Worm larva Tide'* 
14 Helpful hJnt 49 Lethal often 
15 Delicacy, in 52 Law degree 5 Belgian city 
France 53 Clouded 6 Shade of 
16 Formal order 54 Eat green 
18 Connecticut away 7 Type of horse 
prep school ' 55 Cut 8 Sun bather's 
20 Spicy stew 56 Neighbor goal 
21 Old French of Wash. 9 Like yes- 
coin 57 Did a cow- terday's 
23 Prefix with boy's Job bread 
sense Average solution time: 25 rain. 
24 Zorba, IO IA IK IS IP lE IN IS  P A I: 
for one IDI IE IT iO  RE ITO~ ( 
25 Writer IOIDIEI~mLIAIWIAISI I iE 
Gardner RIEIPIEIAIL ~T~AITIT[LIE 
27 Scents AIL[I --,,,,DI I 
Wood used ISIA(CIK~Wl I LIDICIAI~IE 
II I~!A /O ID]E~IOIE  
in f~nitB'e ICIAI~IDI I ~ IA IN~ I ID[O[L 
31 Elephant's D E N ~AIA S 
treat IDI~I I N K IS IT iU IL  A N E 
35 French cup IRIEINIOIAISIHIAINJEL ¢ 
37 Take off 
the pounds I~ lu lU=l~l~' l rq io IA IN!~ 
38 Gable or 4-6 
Grant 
DOWN- ~ 10 Name 
1 Afterthoughts, 11Utter 
for short 17 Near the 
2 Eastern U.S. back 
cape 19 Drunken 
3 "Jonathan sprees 
Living- 21 Stitch 
ston - - "  22 Money of 
4 Eldest son ,  account 
24 Taste (Fr.) 
26 Bury 
28 Unwraps 
30 Former 
Middle East 
initials 
32 Type of 
flight 
33 Employ 
34 Oriental 
holiday 
36 Open -- ! 
38 In any way 
39 Viola's 
cousin 
40 Hobo 
42 Postpone 
45 Moslem 
. prince 
46 Source 
of poi 
48 Fuss 
50 Summer 
refresher 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 51 Guided 
• . ~13 
I 
18 [ 19 
1 2. 
12 
15 
21 22 
25 26 
38 39 40 I 
I 
44 
47 
W 2' I 
130t  
I1 11 
7. o [~9 iOll 
• 17 
N Oll 
I,NN N 
31 32 33 34 
i42 ~a~ 
I"°1 
 "11 
CRYPTOQUIP 4-6 
LCXRXLRMBUI  SLLW XK LSBUR 
CWMBX BH I XR  LHK '  
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- TRICK PURPLE SUNSHADE 
• ENHANCED PASTEL PINK SHIRT. • 
Today's Cryptoqulp due: I equals D 
'lee Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial end error. 
, © 1979 King F catdres Syndicate. Inc. 
HOROSCOPE 
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 1,1979 
ARIES M. . - J~  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T~T"~ 
Don't let disagreements 
with family members cause 
you to act hastily. In an im. 
portant matter, you'll need 
their support. 
Ta US 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Keep inner tensions from 
accumulating regarding a 
doeerelationship. You'll find 
this person year ally at i~rnes 
when others are ornery. 
GEMINI 20)H,~.  
(May 21 to June 
Don't be so quick to fly off 
the handle re a work situation. 
Things will be resolved to your 
satisfaction, if you keep your 
cool. 
CANCER 
(Jane 21 to July 22) 
Mixing business with 
pleasure won't work at this 
time. You'll have to move 
gingerly or either a work 
associate or romantic com. 
panion will be displeased. 
LEO 
(July 20 to Aug. 22)06~ 
You may have to di~regurd 
the advice of a counselor ffyou 
wish to maintain peace at 
home. Travel plans may have 
to be vetoed. 
(,Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Though a friend may offer 
good advice, don't further 
entangle an investment 
situation that is already 
complicated enough. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to oct. 22).n.a ~ 
It will he difficult to keep 
everybody happy now. Either 
an employee or close ally may 
differ with you about a 
financial question. 
SCORPIO . ~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Don't embroil yourself in 
another's argVunTmt. Chen~ 
are, either one of the con- 
cerned parties could turn their 
venom your way. 
SAGITrARKIS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ~f~if'~-K4 
Sidestep a clandestine 
meeting. Instead, use leisure 
time to come up with u 
soluflen to a financial matter 
that vexed you most of the 
day. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Relatives, friends or a 
marital partner may make 
conflicting demands on your 
time now. You'll be hard. 
pressed to make a choice that 
will please everyone. 
AQUARIUS ~, :~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 16) 
Minor tensions could build 
up, causing either an 
argument or u breakdown in 
communications. Protect 
health, nerves and relations 
with co-workers. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 
Spending time with a-free 
spender could lead to a flare- 
up about money. Find ways to 
amuse yourself that aren't a 
drain on finances. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
independent and have a strong 
will. You need a Job where you 
can express your originality 
and do your own thing. You 
can succeed in any artistic 
line and are especially suited 
for acting, writing, and 
teaching. You have leadership 
qualities and with a sense of 
d~c concern, would make a 
fine lawyer or political lender. 
Your b~t success comes when 
you are willing to use your 
strength to help others 
shoulder esponsibility. You 
do best in positions of 
authority or in your own 
business. Rirthdate of: Jack 
Pear, TV personality; Mark 
Clark, U.S. general; and Kate 
Smith, singer. 
@19/9 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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I EIAG GI: 
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"We've lost your stuff, but you get first choice 
of any beg off Flight 601 from Athens." 
l I T  r T" 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~ "~- I,~EA,VW///tE... / HAP 
~== ~ = ~  ENOUGH, / 
~ ,. - , 
.,,~,~ 2~ -'- 
hE m. 
89 
ff~A~K~E [=~ i ~  ~l~,~W ~m'~j£q Jy~7,~) FLATTEN 
~RE ~p I L~ | ~ ~ "~1~1~11 IV ~ HIM WITH 
~.~ l~.~  "~' J  -~ ~ l J l l l~  ~ ONE HANE 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
/ !l 
the WIZARD OF ID 
B.C. 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
- 
... ,•. . '"  
By Johnny Hart 
